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Applications of Network Optimization in Cybersecurity

and Service Parts Logistics

Murat Karatas, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin, 2019

Supervisor: Erhan Kutanoglu

We develop and analyze novel network-based optimization models for two

very important network-related applications: cybersecurity and service parts

logistics. We consider one cybersecurity network problem and two service

parts logistics network problems. The goal is to find tractable solutions to all

three problems by creating carefully designed network-based models.

The first problem we consider involves decision making in a cybersecurity

environment. The goal here is to find the optimal locations to place defen-

sive investments in a cyber physical system so that the probability of being

compromised by a persistent attacker is minimized. We use Markov Deci-

sion Processes (MDPs) to show that the problem involves stochastic decision

making, and we approach it using a network interdiction model. Initially, we

create an MDP to come up with a description of a cyber physical network

and try to find the optimal attack strategy for a persistent hacker. We show

that the results of our MDP model are the same as those of the so called s-t

reliability problem, a well-studied #P network problem. To tackle the expo-

nential increase in the state space and the calculation time of the MDP with

respect to the size of the cyber physical network, we create a mixed integer

program (MIP) to come up with an attacker’s strategy, and develop it further

to include a defender by creating a network interdiction model. We show that
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the results coming from the MIP and MDP model are the same, thus provid-

ing a tractable solution to the cybersecurity problem as well as the related s-t

reliability problem.

The second problem we consider involves decision making in a Service

Parts Logistics (SPL) problem. Modifying the traditional assumption of fail-

ure based replacements in post-sales service models, we incorporate Condition

Based Replacement (CBR) policies into SPL. We utilize the Internet of Things

(IoT) and sensors to operationalize the continuous monitoring of the condi-

tions of the parts in the network. We create a model to decide on strategic

network design and spare parts stocking, as well as the customer to network

facility allocations. Despite the focused work on high value, low demand logis-

tics models such as SPL in the literature, there has not been a study of inte-

grated SPL problems involving CBR policies. Along with the facility location,

customer-to-facility allocation and part stock level decisions for given fill-rate

based service levels, the CBR-extended SPL model also finds the optimal con-

ditions to replace the parts at each customer. After a careful development of

the part degradation process using a Continuous Time Markov Chain model,

we incorporate the CBR policies into the integrated SPL model, which turns

out to be a Mixed Integer Program with Quadratic Constraints (MIQCP).

Our results show that the CBR flexibility brings in significant savings in the

objective function (total costs of the network) when compared to the optimal

solutions of the failure-based replacement (FBR) policies. Moreover, in almost

all problem instances under a wide variety of conditions, replacing the parts

at failure is never optimal even if such policy is allowed as part of CBR. Fi-

nally, our results show that the network topology and network design decisions

interact with the replacement conditions optimal for each customer.
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The third problem we consider is an extension of the second problem, SPL

problem with CBR, to incorporate on-request 3D printing of spare parts from

a common material using Additive Manufacturing (AM) methods. Here we

extend the model to include multiple parts as well as the potentially different

holding costs and reliability levels for printed parts. Fortunately, we show that

the extended model can also be represented as an MIQCP. In our extensive

tests with multiple parts and under a wide variety of conditions, AM optimal

solutions improve upon those of the traditional SPL model with conventionally

manufactured and stocked parts. This additional improvement is on top of the

improvements obtained with CBR.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Network Optimization

Networks are used to describe the relationships and/or flows of informa-

tion or other goods between components of a sometimes complicated system.

Typically the individual components are represented by nodes and relation-

ships or flows are represented by edges between nodes. In complex networks,

these nodes and edges may have many associated attributes (such as capaci-

ties, costs, probabilities and other characteristics). Transportation networks,

computer networks, and supply chains (or logistics networks) are only a few,

well-known examples of network applications in operations research. A net-

work optimization problem consists of analyzing the underlying network and

finding a solution to optimize a performance metric for the network, usually

captured with an objective function. These objectives include finding the

shortest path between two nodes, creating a lowest-cost route within the net-

work with certain constraints, and finding the minimum weighted set of nodes

that cover all the edges in the whole network [2]. The problem can be either

deterministic or stochastic depending on the network components and param-

eters. Since achieving high performance in actual networks is an important

goal, network optimization models and methods have been used in, but not

limited to, communication or computer networks, supply chain management,

and transportation networks.
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One important application of network optimization is network interdic-

tion. Network interdiction involves controlling or blocking the activity of an

adversary on a network. It involves two players, that are usually called the in-

terdictor (or defender) and the evader (or attacker), and it is known to be an

NP-hard problem [52]. Network interdiction models have been used in network

optimization in many applications, e.g., counter-terrorism, border control, and

disease control [16]. However, one area that they have not been investigated in

is cybersecurity. Lack of applications of network interdiction in cybersecurity

has motivated us to investigate this application area further. In cyber-physical

networks, typical nodes are devices such as routers, hubs, servers, and edges

are links between these nodes which represent attack opportunities for the

attacker.

We start by modeling a cybersecurity problem from the attacker’s per-

spective. We model the problem of the attacker by using a Markov Decision

Process (MDP). Attacker’s behavior follows a stochastic path depending on

the outcome of the attacks. Stochasticity in the attacker’s problem is due to

the probabilistic successes he might have from individual attacks. We show

that we can solve the model of the attacker by using the Bellman equations

[9]. However, the state space of our model grows with O(2n) where n is the

network size. This growth rate makes our model intractable, and even with

proper state space reduction techniques, large networks cannot be solved in

reasonable amount of time. This motivates us to use another well known net-

work property called s-t reliability. We show that we can solve the attacker’s

problem using s-t reliability. We combine the attacker’s model with the de-

fender’s perspective and create a network interdiction model to be used by

the defender while capturing the stochasticity in the attacker’s behavior.
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Like network interdiction, supply chain and logistics models have also been

investigated via network optimization. Facility location, vehicle routing, and

inventory allocation are a few examples of network optimization applications

in supply chain management [24]. Typical nodes in supply chain networks

are: customers, production facilities, or warehouses; and edges are routes that

connect these nodes. Most of the network optimization models in supply

chain management typically assume a hierarchical decision structure, meaning

higher level decisions are made before lower level decisions. This usually leads

to decoupled solutions that are combined afterwards. For example, one designs

the network of production facilities, then warehouses, and then finds inventory

levels at these locations. Integrated models that combine decisions across

multiple levels and simultaneous optimization of combined decisions lead to

overall superior solutions for the whole network.

A relatively recent application that makes these decisions in a combined

manner is Service Parts Logistics (SPL). SPL models are developed for main-

taining and replacing critical parts that are components of capital-intensive

products. These models make combined decisions of facility (part stocking)

locations and stock levels for service parts. Failure process of the part is usu-

ally a stochastic degradation process [26]. Even when integrated, typical SPL

models assume that parts are replaced when they fail. By taking advantage of

the latest smart, connected and Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices and sensors,

we motivate a new type of model where parts can be replaced at a condition

threshold (before they fail). Within the integrated SPL context, we explic-

itly capture the stochastic degradation process of the parts while deciding the

facility locations as well as stock levels.

Hence, the second problem we consider in this dissertation is an IoT/sensor

3



driven Condition Based Replacement (CBR) problem within an integrated

SPL network. We build upon the previous SPL model from [13], and in-

corporate CBR into the model. In this work, we create a tractable integer

programming model for combining CBR and SPL by capturing the stochastic

behavior of the degradation process for a service part. This embedded ap-

proach gives us the freedom to choose when to trigger a replacement unit for

the part, and leads us to significant cost savings. We test our model with

different size networks and observe that it outperforms the traditional SPL

models that rely on failure based replacement policies.

Additive Manufacturing (AM) has also been considered in various part

supply networks [51] to help reduce inventory, shipment, and facility costs.

Recent use cases of AM in supply networks [17] motivate us to consider the

possibility of incorporating AM into our CBR-SPL model to improve already

savings further. As our third problem, we study the effects of AM consid-

erations in CBR-SPL model. To observe the tradeoff between Conventional

Manufacturing (CM) and AM methods, we develop a CBR-SPL model in-

cluding multiple parts with CM methods and a CBR-SPL model including

multiple parts with AM considerations. We show the cases where using AM

might be beneficial, and cases where using CM might be beneficial through

our parametric analysis on related input components.

In summary, this dissertation applies network optimization models and

methods to analyze two networks, from two seemingly different application

areas: Interdiction in cyber-physical networks and resource allocation in ser-

vice parts logistics networks. In fact, both problems involve strategic design

decisions: Defender’s allocation of alternative resources in interdiction mod-

eling and facility and inventory allocation in service parts logistics modeling.

4



Moreover, both problems are naturally stochastic, they lead to challenging

integer programming problems, and the results of both analyses generate in-

teresting insights into the networks’ behavior.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we define our models

for finding best defensive allocations in a cyber-physical system. We represent

our attacker model using an MDP, and combine the attacker’s and defender’s

model with a network interdiction model. We also show the results of the

model for an example network. In Chapter 3, we define our model combining

CBR-SPL and show our performance results compared to the traditional SPL

that uses failure based replacement. We also conduct extensive tests for our

model to see the effects of different parameters and settings. In Chapter 4, we

extend our single part CBR-SPL model to include AM considerations. To show

the possible benefits of AM in CBR-SPL we extend the single part model to

include multiple parts, and use the possible case of AM for multiple part CBR-

SPL model. We present our computational results for CBR-SPL models with

and without AM considerations, and conduct extensive tests on AM model to

see the effects different parameters. Finally, we discuss possible future work

and conclusions in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Allocating Defensive Investment in a

Cyber-Physical System

2.1 Introduction

Technological developments in computing and networking capabilities have

enabled government agencies, big corporations and everyday internet users to

store information online. Keeping that information safe is a major challenge.

Gordon and Loeb [25] report that major companies incur average annual losses

of more than $2 million due to data breaches. Strong cybersecurity is crucial

for secure online information storage. Many examples can be found where

hackers have exploited inadequate security measures and obtained crucial in-

formation [37]. These cyber attacks can come from various sources – terrorist

groups, activists, hackers, malicious actors, or foreign governments. Recent

attacks on government agencies and foreign consulates underscores the need

for adequate information security measures. For example, personal informa-

tion for 390, 000 tax-payers was taken from the the Internal Revenue service

in 2015. Successful attacks can lead to significant consequences and costs –

personal information must be changed, new records established, and revised

security measures introduced. Having a proper security structure plays a key

role in patching these vulnerabilities in different types of networks [50].

In this chapter we present methodology for identifying critical locations

for placement of cyber defenses. We model a general cyber security problem as
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follows. A cyber-physical system is represented using a network structure. An

attacker is trying to gain access to certain nodes of this network structure by

executing a series of attacks. Each node represents a different cyber-physical

structure, e.g., firewall, modem, ethernet hub, personal computer, printer; and

each edge represents a possible type of attack, e.g., a phishing scam, a trojan

horse, a worm, or a virus. As an attacker seeks access to nodes of the system,

the attacker executes the attacks on the edges. A successful attack gives the

attacker access to a new node; after an unsuccessful attack the corresponding

edge is no longer available for the attacker.

We formulate the problem of placing defenses in this model as a type

of network interdiction model. First, we formulate the attacker’s problem of

finding an optimal attack strategy as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), and

relate that model to an s-t reliability problem. In this MDP, the attacker is

trying to maximize his probability of reaching the goal node (the core con-

troller, mainframe computer, etc.). Second, we formulate a defense problem

where the defender is trying to minimize the attacker’s probability of reaching

the goal. We provide methods for computing defensive locations and test our

models using a computer network obtained from [4].

Our main research contributions are as follows: 1) We create a model for

computing attack and defense strategies on a cyber network structure using a

directed multigraph, 2) We model the problem of selecting optimal attacks as

an MDP and show that the state values are also the s-t reliability values of a

related graph, 3) We model the problem of locating cyber defenses as a network

interdiction problem in which we attempt to minimize the s-t reliability of a

network.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In Section 2.2 we discuss the
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relevant work regarding cybersecurity, finding optimal defensive strategies, s-t

reliability, and network interdiction models. In Section 2.3 we describe our

models, introduce the notation, and give examples and give computational

results on some larger examples. In Section 2.4 we summarize and discuss

possible future work.

2.2 Relevant Work

Identifying the best attack/defense policies in the context of network reli-

ability problems is a topic which appears frequently in the literature. In these

problems researchers find the best policies for attackers to be able to get valu-

able information with defensive constraints. Although these models involve

finding the best strategies in different systems, the literature lacks in applica-

tions on cybersecurity. Azaiez and Bier [5] try to find an optimal strategy by

using a linear programming (LP) approach on an optimal attack’s cost scheme.

This approach relies on the structure of the network and sometimes does not

work properly [43]. Bier et al. [10] try to find an optimal strategy utilizing

game theory. However, in their two player game they show that finding a

proper defense strategy might be inefficient in cost and time depending on the

attacker’s strategy. Carin et al. [14] try to evaluate defense strategies and as-

sess their risk using partially observable MDPs (POMDPs). Their method on

risk assessment captures different scenarios of defensive investments and helps

the user to determine the reliability of the system. Our method captures the

network as a whole independent of the structure and gives an optimal attack

strategy using MDPs.

We show that the optimal MDP state values are actually s-t reliability

values which helps us to assess the reliability of the system. The problem
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of computing s-t reliability is a well known #P problem, and therefore has

attracted researchers seeking to properly estimate the reliability of complex

systems ([22]). The MDP model helps us to calculate the s-t reliability values

exactly for cyber networks by using policy or value iteration methods. After

finding the optimal attack strategy we focus on finding the optimal defense

strategy, using a network interdiction model for calculations. Some areas where

network interdiction models are widely used are disease control, smuggling

prevention, information gathering, etc. ([16]). However, there are not many

applications using network interdiction models in the context of cybersecurity.

Finding an optimal defensive investment for systems of parallel/series com-

ponents have been investigated by many researchers. Azaiez and Bier [5] use

an LP model with budget constraints to find an optimal defensive strategy

that maximizes the cost of an attacker. Their network model is composed of

parallel or serially connected components with associated reliability probabili-

ties. Their model only works when the network can be divided into subsystems

and it is possible to devise examples where it is unable to compute defensive

allocations [43]. Our model is similar to that of [5] in considering a network

structure for the cyber-physical system. However, our network-interdiction

based model does not require the network to be divided into subsystems and

our model is primarily concerned with limiting the probability of an attacker’s

success as opposed to increasing costs.

Bier et al. [10] try to find an optimal strategy by utilizing game theory.

Their solution methodology depends on a two-player game consisting of a

defender and an attacker. Furthermore, they suggest that the defender should

take actions while considering the attacker having the perfect knowledge on

where possible defenses might have been established before attacking. Bier
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et al. [10] analyze their system by considering serial and parallel components.

They provide analytical solutions for their model. Our model is similar, in the

sense that we consider a two-player game between the attacker and defender,

both of whom have perfect knowledge of the system. However, we go further

than [10] by formulating a network interdiction model given a specific network

structure, as opposed to components. We provide computational results for

several types of networks, as opposed to analytical results. Furthermore, our

model has greater fidelity in the sense that we consider different types of

attacks with different success probabilities.

The s-t reliability of a graph where the edges fail probabilistically is the

probability of having at least one successful path from a starting node s to

a target node t. This problem is known to be #P-complete [6]. Fishman

[23] discusses approximation methods for evaluating s-t reliability. Estima-

tion methods include methods for computing upper and lower bounds on s-t

reliability; though the majority of the researchers focus on importance sam-

pling and Monte-Carlo simulations. In this article, we show that the attacker’s

MDP state values can be computed as s-t reliability values. The defender’s

interdiction model focuses on reducing the s-t reliability of a graph.

The key differences between our work and previous cybersecurity research

are: 1) We create an MDP for a network reliability problem and show that we

can also solve it using a tractable network optimization model. 2) We consider

different kind of defensive investment capabilities and solve our model from a

defender’s perspective considering an optimal attacking scheme. 3) Our model

works for any given cyber-physical network structure without any limitations

on size or layout. 4) We use a network interdiction model for a cybersecurity

system.
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2.3 Attacker’s MDP Model and Defender’s Network In-
terdiction Model

We model a cyber-physical system as a directed multigraph. In the net-

work, each node represents an individual cyber-physical component such as a

firewall, personal computer, software, modem, internet service provider, eth-

ernet hub, etc. An attacker tries to obtain control of these nodes by executing

a series of attacks, and a defender has limited defensive resources to deploy

throughout the network to stop the attacker. The edges of the graph represent

his available attacks. Each edge is associated with a probability of success,

determined according to the attacker’s belief.

Whenever the attacker has control of a node, that node becomes com-

promised. The attacker starts with a set of compromised nodes and a set of

possible attacks emanating out of those nodes. Having control of a new node

gives the attacker a new set of possible attacks and he has the ability to com-

promise more nodes. If an attack is not successful then we remove that edge

from the graph, and take that attack out from the available set of attacks.

The attacker’s goal is to compromise a key node in the network. This key

node could be the computer that is controlling a central database, or it can

be a switch that is powering a critical system, etc. The attack process has

two terminating scenarios: the attacker runs out of attacks before reaching

his goal or the attacker reaches his goal. We model the attacker’s problem, of

selecting which attack to execute next, as an MDP.

The defender’s problem is to prevent the attacker from reaching his target.

In order to prevent the attacker, the defender uses an available set of defen-

sive investments. Using a defensive investment on an attack means reducing

the attack’s success probability to 0. To compute the locations of defensive
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investments, it is first useful to express the attacker’s problem as a linear pro-

gramming (LP) model. The defender’s problem is then a type of network

interdiction model, taking into account both players’ goals. We show that

the MDP model and the network interdiction model are equivalent from the

attacker’s perspective through a connection with s-t reliability.

2.3.1 MDP Model

In selecting attacks, the attacker seeks to maximize the probability of

compromising the target node in the system. The attacker is persistent, in the

sense that he tries all available attacks until he has no options or he reaches

his goal.

An MDP model consists of these elements:

• S - is the finite set of states,

• As - is the finite set of actions available at state s ∈ S,

• P (s
′ | s, a) - is the state transition probability from state s to s

′
given

action a ∈ As,

• R(s, a) - is the reward function depending on the action a ∈ As and state

s ∈ S.

• s0 - is the initial condition of the MDP. Here, we simplify it to a single

state, but in general it can be a probability distribution over states.

In our model, we do not consider a discount factor because our attacker is

persistent. To describe an MDP for the attacker’s problem, we introduce the

following notation. Let G = (N,E) be the cyber-physical network. Let Hij
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be the set of available attacks from node i to node j. Let the attacker’s goal

node be t.

With those definitions, the elements of our MDP model are:

• S = P(
⋃
∀(i,j)∈E Hij) × P(N) - describes the finite set of MDP states

consisting of the cross product of the power set of all available attacks

and the power set of nodes. As in the set cross product definition, a

state s ∈ S consists of two things: h(s) is the set of available attacks at

state s ∈ S, and n(s) is the set of compromised nodes at state s ∈ S.

• As - denotes the actions that the attacker can take, with As = h(s).

• P (s
′ | s, a) - For an attack a ∈ As from node i ∈ N to node j ∈ N ,

let p(a) be the success probability of a. If the attack succeeds, the

attacker compromises j. If the attack fails, the attacker loses attack a.

Specifically, with probability 1− p(a), the attack fails and the new state

is

s′ = (h(s)− {a}, n(s)).

With probability p(a), the attack succeeds and the new state is

s′ = (h(s)−
⋃

∀k∈n(s)
∀(k,j)∈E

Hkj +
⋃

∀k/∈n(s)
∀(j,k)∈E

Hjk, n(s) + {j}).

After a successful attack, the attacker does not require any remaining

attacks that are going to the same target j; however, he might have a

new set of available attacks coming out of j, the newly compromised

node.
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• R(s, a) - The reward function is one for states that include the goal,

{s | t ∈ n(s)}, and zero for all other states regardless of the action

a ∈ As.

• s0 - The initial state s0 = (h(s0), n(s0)), where n(s0) is an initially com-

promised node and h(s0) are the attacks coming out of that node .

Finally, we use the notation V (s) to denote the value of a state s for s ∈ S, in

the Bellman recursion of [9].

2.3.1.1 A Small MDP Example

We introduce a three node system where the attacker starts from node

Internet and tries to reach node CEO. In other words, the goal node t is CEO.

Figure 2.1: Initial state of a simple example network

According to Figure 2.1, the initial state is s0 = ({(Internet,Firewall, 0.35)},
{Internet}). If the attacker is successful in his initial attack, the next state

will become ({(Firewall,CEO, 0.4), (Firewall,CEO, 0.6)}, {Internet,Firewall})
with reward 0. On the other hand, if the attacker fails his initial attack the

next state will be s = ({}, {Internet}) which will mean termination of the

MDP. For the sake of our example we continue with the scenario where the

attacker is successful in his initial attack.
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Figure 2.2: Status after a successful initial attack

In Figure 2.2, Internet and Firewall are marked as compromised and the

attacker has a new set of executable attacks. Out of the remaining two attacks,

suppose the attacker chooses the one with success probability 0.6 and fails. The

resulting state becomes s = ({(Firewall,CEO, 0.4)}, {Internet,Firewall}).

Figure 2.3: Status after failing the attack with success probability 0.6

In Figure 2.3, the edge corresponding to the attack with probability 0.6 is

removed because that attack failed. The attacker finally tries the attack with

success probability 0.4 to achieve his goal. If he successfully executes the at-

tack, the resulting termination state will be s = ({}, {Internet,Firewall,CEO})
with a reward of 1; otherwise, the resulting state will be s = ({}, {Internet,Firewall})
and the MDP will terminate with reward of 0.

Figure 2.4 shows the system in a state where the attacker has achieved

his goal after executing all possible attacks. This example shows the transi-

tions between MDP states and the MDP reward structure. The MDP model

objective is to maximize the expected reward.
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Figure 2.4: Status after attacker achieved his goal

2.3.2 MDP Model Analysis

We can solve the MDP model to find the attacker’s strategy using standard

algorithms; however, the state space grows with O(2n) where n is the network

size, making the problem intractable for large networks. After n = 16, an

additional node or attack brings at least 65,536 more elements to the state

space. Many of the MDP states, however, are unreachable from the initial

state. In order to solve the problem on larger networks, we show how to elimi-

nate unreachable states from the state space. Using these state space reduction

techniques allows the MDP to be solvable on moderately sized networks, but

it still falls short for larger networks. To find an attacker’s strategy on larger

networks, we show it is possible to compute the MDP state values using s-t

reliability.

Ultimately, we are interested in computing defensive investments. Com-

puting defensive investments on top of the attacker’s model is a type of stochas-

tic network interdiction model. We can solve a properly formulated network

interdiction model using commercial solvers. The network interdiction model

is tractable mainly because we use a type of s-t reliability formulation, as

opposed to an MDP interdiction formulation. On large networks, it is not

possible to solve the interdiction model directly by including all attack scenar-

ios. Instead, we use a simulations approach to sample scenarios and identify
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good defensive investments.

The large state space of the attacker’s MDP makes value iteration inap-

plicable for networks with size more than 15 nodes and edges combined. To

be able to execute value iteration on such networks, we eliminate unreachable

MDP states. The reduction in the number of states helps ease the calculation

of state values, allowing value iteration to scale a further. We can eliminate

states that satisfy any of the following conditions:

• Any state s ∈ S, if n(s) is empty. This condition eliminates any states

where the attacker has no compromised nodes.

• Any state s ∈ S, if a ∈ Hi,j, a ∈ h(s), and i, j ∈ n(s). This condition

eliminates any states that have attacks between compromised nodes.

• Any state s ∈ S, if t ∈ n(s) and h(s) 6= ∅. This condition eliminates any

states where the attacker has compromised the goal and still has attacks

available.

• Any n(s) for s ∈ S, if s is not reachable from the initial MDP state s0.

This condition eliminates many states that are in the power set S, but

are not relevant to the value iteration computation.

(a) State Reduction Example 1 (b) State Reduction Example 2

Figure 2.5: Example networks for state reduction
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In Figure 2.5a there are a total of 3 nodes and 3 attacks. 3 nodes and 3 attacks,

meaning that the total number of states is 64 = (26). After state reduction,

the number of states reduces to 7. In Figure 2.5b we add an extra attack to

the system, increasing the number of MDP states to 128 = (27). After state

reduction, the number of states reduces to 11. Adding an additional attack

increases the number of states by 4 instead of 64. Figure 2.5 shows that even

on small networks, state reduction can save hundreds of states, allowing MDP-

based algorithms to scale to larger problems. In Appendix A, we present a

larger example with 8,388,608 = (223) actual states and 8,419 reduced states.

Following the state reduction, value iteration allows us to gain insight on

the MDP state values. We observe that the optimal MDP state values of two

states that have the same set of available attacks are equal. Intuitively, this

is because the attacker’s strategy relies on the set of available attacks rather

than the set of compromised nodes. If the attacker has the opportunity to

execute the same set of attacks from a different set of compromised nodes, his

expected value gain is the same. As a result, we will prove that the MDP state

values depend solely on the set of available attacks by introducing a similarity

to s-t reliability.

The problem of s-t reliability is to compute the probability that a path

exists from a node s to a node t in a graph where edges fail probabilistically.

We can convert our MDP to an s-t reliability problem. The correspondence

between the attacker’s MDP and s-t reliability is as follows.

Theorem 2.1. Given an MDP state s′ = (h(s′), n(s′)) there exists a polyno-

mial time transformation that produces an s-t reliability problem such that the

optimal MDP state value of s′ is equal to the s-t reliability value.
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We define the transformation described in Theorem 2.1 as follows: in-

troduce a new node into the cyber-physical network, say a0; add arcs from

a0 to every node in n(s′) with success probability of 1, and finally edit the

cyber-physical network so that the only edges emanating from n(s′) are h(s′).

After making these changes, compute the a0-t reliability on the resulting cyber-

physical network. The probability each arc is present is equal to the corre-

sponding attack’s success probability. Intuitively, the a0-t reliability is the

probability that at least one successful path from a0 to t exists. This corre-

sponds to the attacker finding a successful set of attacks from n(s′) to t. The

rest of this section proves the equivalence of the optimal MDP state values

and the s-t reliability under this transformation.

Proof. We prove the Theorem 2.1 in two steps. First, we show how it is possible

to compute the optimal MDP state value using a complete enumeration of the

probability space. Second, we show it is possible to compute the s-t reliability

value also using a complete enumeration of the probability space. These two

computations are the same, completing the proof.

Consider computing the optimal MDP state value from a state s′ given an

optimal policy. Whenever the attacker chooses an attack, there is randomness

associated with the success or failure of the chosen action. Every attack in the

cyber-physical system is either used by the attacker, or rendered inapplicable

by the success of another attack. Let A be the set of all attacks that are avail-

able or may become available from state s′. Consider a complete enumeration

of the probability space associated with the success or failure of attacks in A.

Each a ∈ A, is successful with probability P (a). Given the successes and fail-

ures of all the attacks in A, the MDP reward is 1 if there is a path consisting

of successful attacks from any node in n(s′) to t.
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Table 2.1: Resulting Markov chains for Figure 2.6

a1 a2 a3 Reward Probability(P)
(
∏n

i=1 P (ai))
1 0 0 0 0.084
1 0 1 1 0.126
1 1 0 1 0.056
1 1 1 1 0.084
0 1 0 0 0.104
0 0 1 0 0.234
0 1 1 0 0.156
0 0 0 0 0.156

Figure 2.6 and Table 2.1 show an example MDP and the corresponding

complete enumeration of the probability space. In the example, n(s′) is just

{Internet} and A is all the attacks in the network. In Table 2.1, a1, a2, and a3

correspond to the attacks P (a1) = 0.35, P (a2) = 0.4, and P (a3) = 0.6. There

are three different scenarios with reward 1, and the optimal MDP state value

is 0.126 + 0.056 + 0.084 = 0.266.

Figure 2.6: MDP example initial structure

Now, consider computing s-t reliability for the transformation we have de-

scribed. Figure 2.7 depicts the transformation for the small example. Because

all edges emanating from a0 are always present, and because the only edges

emanating from n(s′) are h(s′), the complete enumeration of the probability

space for this transformation also looks like Table 2.1. To compute the a0-t
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reliability, we add the probabilities of the realizations where there is a path

from a0 to t. These are the same realizations marked with “Reward” equal

to one. The a0 − t reliability value is 0.056 + 0.126 + 0.084 = 0.266, which is

the same value as the optimal MDP state value. The fact that the probability

spaces are the same, and the calculation of the s-t reliability and optimal MDP

state value sum the same realizations completes the proof.

Figure 2.7: MDP example initial structure

Because of Theorem 2.1, one can compute optimal MDP state values

through a calculation of s-t reliability. To make those s-t reliability calcu-

lations more efficient, one could combine parallel edges between two nodes

following a standard technique in the s-t reliability literature [22]. Specifically,

one could replace all edges in a set Hij, all going from node i to node j, with

a single edge whose probability is 1−
∏

a∈Hij
(1− P (a)).

The correspondence between s-t reliability and the optimal MDP state

values allows us to create tractable formulations for defenses of the cyber-

physical system. Specifically, the next section describes a defender’s model

where the attacker’s behavior is captured through s-t reliability as opposed to

the original MDP description.
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2.3.3 Network Interdiction Model

In this section we look at our problem from both an attacker’s and a

defender’s perspective. We define defensive investments as prevention mecha-

nisms on attacks – in other words, a defensive investment changes the probabil-

ity of success for an attack to be zero. Updating software, patching a system,

and increasing security measures are some examples of defensive investments.

The attacker starts at an initially compromised node a and is attempting to

compromise a goal node t.

There may be cases where the attacker has more than one attack available

in between a node pair. In that case, the cyber-physical system is described

with a multigraph. We convert the multigraph into a graph, which we call

the preprocessed network, for simplicity of exposition and implementation [40].

Figure 2.8 shows the preprocessing of an example multigraph to a graph. In

Figure 2.8a, there are two attacks available from Firewall to CEO. In Figure

2.8b we create two artificial nodes, namely Firewall
′

and Firewall” for those

two attacks. To preserve the same probability of success for the attacker, for

two of the new edges, we copy the previous attack probabilities and for another

two new edges, in serial with the first two, we set the success probabilities equal

to one.

(a) Original network
(b) Preprocessed network

Figure 2.8: Preprocessing example of a multigraph to a graph
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In order to model the problem, one can think of sampling the successes

of all attacks in the preprocessed network G. Specifically, we define a set of

different scenarios Ω, where a single scenario ω describes which attacks are

successful and which are not. Given the attack success draws described by ω,

the attacker can compromise t in scenario ω if there exists a path from a to t

in the graph that uses only successful attacks. We also define vω as the value

of a scenario ω, where vω is 1 if the attacker can reach t in scenario ω and 0

otherwise. We introduce this model as:

Sets
i, j ∈ N nodes in network

ω ∈ Ω scenarios

(i, j) ∈ Eω all successful attacks on scenario ω

Data
pω probability of scenario ω

Variables
yijω is the edge (i, j) in scenario ω on a selected attack path

vω can the attacker reach t in scenario ω?

Optimization Model

max
y,v

∑
ω∈Ω

pωvω (2.1a)

s.t.
∑

(i,a)∈Eω

yiaω −
∑

(a,i)∈Eω

yaiω = −vω ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀i ∈ N, i 6= t (2.1b)

∑
(i,k)∈Eω

yikω −
∑

(k,i)∈Eω

ykiω = 0 ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀(i, k) ∈ Eω\{a, t} (2.1c)

∑
(i,t)∈Eω

yitω −
∑

(t,i)∈Eω

ytiω = vω ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀i ∈ N, i 6= a (2.1d)

yijω ≥ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ Eω, ∀ω ∈ Ω (2.1e)

vω ≥ 0 ∀ ω ∈ Ω (2.1f)

vω ≤ 1 ∀ ω ∈ Ω. (2.1g)
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The objective function of this model maximizes the probability of reaching

the target node t. Constraints 2.1b-2.1d are flow balance constraints to ensure

that vω is one only in scenarios ω where t is reachable from a. The yijω variables

describe a path from a to t.

We add a defender on top of the attacker model described in Model 2.1.

Recall that adding a defensive investment to the system changes the success

probability of an attack to 0. The defender’s goal is to place a limited number

of investments in such a way as to minimize the attacker’s success probability.

The resulting model is a min-max network interdiction model as follows:

Sets
i, j ∈ N nodes in network

ω ∈ Ω scenarios

(k, l) ∈ D an edge (k, l) that we can put a defensive investment on

(i, j) ∈ Eω all successful attacks on scenario ω

Data
pω probability of scenario ω

B total number of available defensive investments

Variables
yijω is the edge (i, j) in scenario ω on a selected attack path

xij is the edge (i, j) selected for a defensive investment

vω can the attacker reach t in scenario ω?
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Optimization Model

min
x

max
y,v

∑
ω∈Ω

pω

[
vω − 1.1

∑
(i,j)∈Eω

yijωxij

]
(2.2a)

s.t.
∑

(i,a)∈Eω

yiaω −
∑

(a,i)∈Eω

yaiω = −vω ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀i ∈ N, i 6= t (2.2b)

∑
(i,k)∈Eω

yikω −
∑

(k,i)∈Eω

ykiω = 0 ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀(i, k) ∈ Eω\{a, t} (2.2c)

∑
(i,t)∈Eω

yitω −
∑

(t,i)∈Eω

ytiω = vω ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀i ∈ N, i 6= a (2.2d)

vω ≤ 1 ∀ ω ∈ Ω (2.2e)

yijω ≥ 0 ∀ (i, j) ∈ Eω, ∀ω ∈ Ω (2.2f)

vω ≥ 0 ∀ ω ∈ Ω (2.2g)∑
(i,j)∈D

xij ≤ B (2.2h)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ D. (2.2i)

In this model, the objecive function 2.2a measures the probability that

the attacker can reach t over all scenarios. The negative coefficient in 1.1

with yijωxij terms ensures that the attacker does not select any edge with

a defensive investment to attack. Constraint 2.2h limits the defender to at

most B defensive investments. The remaining constraints are flow balance

constraints similar to model 2.1 to identify paths from a to t in scenario ω

where that is possible.

To make this model solvable using modern solvers, we take the dual of

the inner optimization problem. The resulting problem is a min-min problem

which can be solved using standard mixed integer programming (MIP) solvers.

We introduce dual variables Πiω corresponding to constraints 2.2b-2.2d and a

dual variable γω corresponding to constraint 2.2e. After taking the dual, the

resulting model is as follows:
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Sets
i, j ∈ N nodes in network

ω ∈ Ω scenarios

(k, l) ∈ D an edge (k, l) that we can put a defensive investment on

(i, j) ∈ Eω all successful attacks on scenario ω

Data
pω probability of scenario ω

Variables
xij is the edge (i, j) have a defensive investment

Πiω is the dual variable corresponding to constraints 2.2b-2.2d

γω is the dual variable corresponding to constraints 2.2e

Optimization Model

min
x

min
Π,γ

∑
ω∈Ω

γω (2.3a)

s.t. Πjω −Πiω ≥ −1.1pωxij ∀ω ∈ Ω, ∀(i, j) ∈ Eω, i 6= a, j 6= t (2.3b)

Πsω −Πtω + γω ≥ pω ∀ω ∈ Ω (2.3c)∑
(i,j)∈D

xij ≤ B (2.3d)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ D (2.3e)

Πiω ∈ R ∀ i ∈ N, ∀ω ∈ Ω (2.3f)

γω ≥ 0 ∀ω ∈ Ω. (2.3g)

In this model, the objective function 2.3a measures the probability of suc-

cess for the attacker. Constraints 2.3b-2.3c correspond to the primal variables

yijω and vω from model 2.2 respectively. Constraints 2.3d-2.3e stay the same

as in model 2.2. The remaining constraints 2.3f-2.3g define the domains of

dual variables acquired from model 2.2.

By solving the dual model, we find the optimal defensive investment loca-

tions. Strong duality says that at optimality the objective function values for
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the primal and dual problems are the same. Therefore, at optimality the dual

objective function value also gives us the attacker’s probability of reaching t

over all scenarios.

2.3.3.1 An Example.

We introduce a four node system with five edges. The attacker starts at

node 0 and his target node is node 3. This example demonstrates that the

defender’s strategy is dependent on the overall number of available defenses.
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Figure 2.9: Example network for the network interdiction model with a single
defensive investment

Figure 2.9a shows three unique paths from 0 to 3. The target node is

marked orange. There are three attack paths to the target node, with success

probabilities of 0.63, 0.95, and 0.64 from left to right. The success probabilities

tell us the attacker is attracted to the middle path. If we look at the resulting

defensive investment strategy coming out from a single defensive investment

the edge with probability 0.95 should be cut off.

Figure 2.9b shows that when the defender has only one defensive invest-

ment opportunity, he selects the edge with probability 0.95. The defended edge

is shown in red. This result may seem intuitive, however in larger networks
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it is not as easy to observe the solution. If the defender has two defensive in-

vestment opportunities, as in Figure 2.9c, he is inclined to cut off the first and

second most attractive paths for the attacker. When the defender has three

defensive investments available, he can block all the paths, as in Figure 2.9d.

Since having three defensive investments is enough to prevent the attacker,

the defender observes that investing on more than three defensive investments

is redundant. This example shows the intuition behind the defensive invest-

ment selection, and also helps us to understand the different behaviors of the

defender depending on the number of available defensive investments.

2.3.4 Analysis of the Network Interdiction Model

Our initial problem has two perspectives. One perspective belongs to

the attacker, and the other one to the defender. The attacker is trying to

maximize his probability of reaching his goal, while the defender is trying to

minimize that probability. To scale the network interdiction formulation to

large systems, we employ a sample average approximation for the full stochas-

tic program described in model 2.3. Specifically, we sample the successes of

all available attacks to produce a single scenario. If there is not a path from

a to t in the sampled scenario, then it means that the attacker cannot reach

t, therefore that scenario has a value of 0. We do not add such scenarios to

the stochastic program, because they are redundant. In other words, for these

scenarios γω is zero. We define M(Ω) as the set of scenarios where there is a

path from a to t, and base the sample average approximation on samples from

that set.

After the final modifications we solve our model. In the solution, xij

values represent where to put the defensive investments, and the sum of the
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γω values represent the s-t reliability of the resulting graph for the attacker.

For different number of available defensive investments the reliability value

changes. An increase in the number of available defensive investments yields

to decrease in the s-t reliability value. If the defender successfully blocks the

attacker with the available defensive investments, increasing the number of

investments does not change the s-t reliability value. The objective function

value in that case becomes 0 and stays the same. For cases where the attacker

still has at least one path available from a to t, the objective function value

represents the probability of the attacker reaching to t and the increase in

number of defensive investments decreases the objective function value. Figure

2.10 represents the change in the objective function value for the network in

Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.10: Exact Solution Example

In Figure 2.12 there are four different graphs with different number of

defensive investments implemented on them. The attacker is trying to reach
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Figure 2.11: Exact Solution Example

from 0 to 3, and the given graphs show which edge or edges are blocked. In

Figure 2.12a, the defender does not have any investments available, and the

objective function value is 0.99334, which is the s-t reliability value for the

attacker. We can calculate the s-t reliability value as 1 minus the probability
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Figure 2.12: Multiple defensive investment examples

of that of the paths are successful, which yields 1−
(
(0.3∗0.9+0.7∗0.1+0.1∗

0.3)∗0.05∗(0.2∗0.2+0.2∗0.8∗2)
)

= 0.99334. The first term in the minus sign

represents the scenarios in which the first path is not successful, the second

term represents the scenario in which the second path is not successful, and the

last term represents the scenarios in which the third path is not successful. In

Figure 2.12b the defender blocks the second path, and the objective function is

0.8668. A simple calculation of the s-t reliability of the remaining graph gives

the same result. In Figure 2.12c the defender blocks the second and third

paths, and the objective function is 0.63. We can observe the s-t reliability of

this graph by inspection, and it is 0.9∗0.7 = 0.63. In Figure 2.12d the defender

blocks all the possible paths, and the objective function is 0. There are not

any paths from 0 to 3, therefore s-t reliability value is also 0. Since adding

or subtracting a new node, or the new edge do not change the mechanics of

the calculations we show that the objective function value is the same as s-t

reliability value of the graph.

The defensive investment location seems intuitive for smaller graphs. One

might think that if we have a single defensive investment available we should

always block the edge with the highest probability of success. However, in
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some situations this intuition fails the defender. The goal of the defender is

to minimize the probability of success for an attacker, and in order to achieve

that the defender tries to block the paths with higher probability of success.

Another intuition might be to block the direct edges that are going from a to

t without any intermediary nodes in between. This intuition also fails in some

situations depending on the probability of the attack that is going from a to

t.
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ition

Figure 2.13: Counter-examples for intuitions

In Figure 2.13a, the attacker is trying to reach node 2 from node 0, and

there are a total of 3 attacks available. If the defender acts according to the

first intuition he chooses the attack going from 0 to 1, since it has the highest

probability. However, the optimal policy is to put the investment on to the

edge from 0 to 2.
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Figure 2.13b shows that in this instance the defender blocks the attack

going from 0 to 1 instead of going for the direct attack from 0 to 2. This is

a counter-example for the second intuition. The defender does not choose the

edge that is going straight to node 2, and the reason behind that defensive

investment is again the probability distribution on the edges. Figure 2.13

shows that if the defender chooses to act intuitively he might not make the

best defensive investments.

Even after modeling the problem using a network interdiction model, there

are still some cases where we are not able to solve our model exactly. Those

cases include networks with more than 20 nodes, and 20 edges. In order

to solve these kind of models, we use a simulation-based approach in which

we simulate a number of feasible scenarios where there is a successful path

to t and calculate the possible defensive investment locations. To show our

simulations approach we test the mid-size network from Figure 2.11 by creating

1,000, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, and 20,000 unique samples of scenarios where the

attacker has a successful path to t. In Figure 2.15 , the x-axis represents the

number of simulated unique scenarios which have a path to t, y-axis represents

the ratio of the objective function to the simulated reliability value. Box-plots

represent the statistics for given number of simulations, and as we increase

the number of simulations the variability in box-plots decrease and we have

consistent solutions. Figure 2.14 shows the simulation solution approach for a

mid-size network structure which is taken from [4].

Finding the defensive investment for a given network requires proper mod-

eling for the system. Depending on the available number of defensive invest-

ments the behavior of the defender changes. The defender always tries to block

the paths with higher probability of success and whenever he blocks all the
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Figure 2.14: Simulation Solution Example

possible paths he does not require extra defensive investments. We show that

if the defender acts intuitively he might not always implement the optimal de-

fensive investment strategy, and that might cause problems in cybersecurity.

The defender should have the insight of finding the probabilities of different

paths and trying to block the ones with higher probability as much as possible.
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Figure 2.15: Simulation Solution Approach Results

2.4 Conclusion and Future Work

We define two problems: First, we find an optimal attack policy for an

attacker to execute on a cyber physical system. Second, we find an optimal

defense policy for a defender to prevent the attacker from reaching his goal.

For both of the problems, we think of cyber physical systems as networks,

and put them in graph structures. We define each one of the components in

the systems as nodes, and each available attack as edges to the attacker. The

probability of success of an attack comes from the attacker’s belief and we

assume that attacker has perfect knowledge of the network. After framing our

problem in this way, we model it using an MDP and a network interdiction

model.

In our approach to the first problem we use the MDP to determine the

optimal attack policies. We create the problem as the attacker is trying to
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reach to a node t from a given set of compromised nodes and a set of available

attacks. The number of states in the MDP increases exponentially and there-

fore we show that we can use s-t reliability to calculate the optimal MDP state

values. The attacker chooses the attacks that give him the highest benefits

towards his goal. The expected value for resulting Markov chains for a given

state gives the probability of that there is an at least one successful path from

the given state to t.

For the second problem, we use a network interdiction model to come up

with an optimal defensive investment strategy. Our interdiction model consists

of an attacker, who is trying to maximize his probability to reach his goal, and

a defender, who is trying to minimize the attacker’s probability. We convert

the multi-objective problem into a single minimization problem by taking the

dual, and we find the optimal defensive investment strategy by creating all

possible network realizations. We show that in optimal defensive investment

policy the defender tries to block the attacker by putting investments on paths

with higher probability of success. Additionally, objective function value is the

same as the s-t reliability value.

Available defensive investments for the defender may not be suitable for

some types of attacks, e.g., the available patch may not be catching a recent

virus which the attacker has developed. We modify our model so that we

do not allow the defender to put a defense on these types of attacks. Even

though the defense being not available for some types of attacks does not in-

crease the success probability of those attacks from the attacker’s perspective.

The attacker still has the same probability of success as before. We enforce

the constraint for edges that cannot be blocked by forcing the corresponding

variable, xij values to be 0.
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We use network interdiction models and MDPs in cybersecurity. One can

try to modify these models by changing the assumed attacker knowledge. In

the network interdiction model and the MDP model the attacker is assumed

to have perfect knowledge of the system, this may not be true in practice. In

some cases, attacker might see the properties of the network future the more

he progresses. Partially observable MDPs are suitable for modeling this kind

of attacker behavior.

The time element for the attacker is not considered in either of the models.

In both of the cases the attacker is persistent and he exhausts all of his options

until he reaches his goal or runs out of available attacks. We can still use the

attacker’s MDP with a discount factor to capture the addition of the time

element.

We model adding a defensive investment as reducing the probability of

an edge to 0 (equivalently, removing it from the graph). Additional security

measures may not always block the system completely [50]. The modification

for that process to the model can be instead of changing the attacker’s success

probability to 0, we might lower the success probability of that edge.

The attacker and the defender make their decisions once and do not change

them again. We do not consider the cases where both of them play a game [10]

and make decisions sequentially. In order to challenge that kind of a decision

making process the network interdiction model can be modified to adapt the

sequential turns of the attacker and the defender.
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Chapter 3

Optimal Condition-based Replacement for

Integrated Service Parts Logistics

3.1 Introduction

Service Parts Logistics (SPL) is the collection of activities and decision

making processes used to stock and deliver service (or spare) parts to geo-

graphically dispersed customers in post-sales service and maintenance. Typi-

cally seen in the capital intensive equipment industry whose products are in use

in mission-critical systems, SPL service providers design and employ a network

of facilities so that customer service and maintenance needs are served in a

timely manner. The high-quality service demanded from the service providers

in SPL requires carefully designed network of facilities and carefully chosen

stock levels for spare parts at each of these facilities. This integrated view of

network design and inventory management in a variety of private businesses

and public organizations has led to the development of SPL models in the

last 10-15 years that combine the traditional location based formulations with

stochastic inventory models almost all of which assume that the parts are

replaced only when they fail.

During the same time period, new technologies to monitor the condition of

parts in increasing number of equipment variety have become more prevalent.

Smart, connected, Internet-of-Things (IoT) based sensors now collect data on

equipment health and make it available on a cloud platform for further analysis
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and action. Analyzing the near real time condition data, SPL providers may

decide to replace a part before it fails, and potentially increase the uptime to

unprecedented levels. More specifically, we consider an integrated SPL system

with condition-based replacement (CBR) of parts instead of failure-based as

was assumed until now. To our knowledge, this has not been considered in

research or practice, especially in the context of integrated network design

and inventory management. We conjecture that there will be opportunities

for significant cost savings when real-time part condition data is used to make a

decision on part replacements. This leads to even greater integration of system

components and decisions, creating a way to achieve more globally optimal

system-wide solutions as optimal part replacement conditions are selected for

each part along with the optimal stock levels and optimal locations of the

service facilities.

The potential economic impact of IoT in production facilities is expected

to be between $1.2 trillion to $3.7 trillion per year in 2025 [38]. We take

advantage of this vastly increasing economy and utilize IoT based sensors and

their feedback to monitor part conditions. In order to do that, we consider

a CBR policy for the service parts in our problem. CBR is a subset of the

so-called Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) paradigm. Although CBM

has been investigated considerably, none of the CBM studies consider network

design processes with condition-based replacement.

Up to 99% of equipment failures are preceded by some sort of flagging

behavior, signs, or conditions [12]. To be able to implement a CBM system,

a person, a machine, or a sensor has to gather and monitor information from

the part then make the recommendation based on the condition of the part

[1]. According to the recommendation, the part either goes into a preven-
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tive maintenance which involves fixing some signaling components, or a full

maintenance which involves replacing the part. In CBR, the latter version

of the maintenance is performed to the part. We propose to find optimal re-

placement conditions for parts while making network design decisions. Our

model combines CBR and SPL by building upon the model given in [13] and

incorporating an IoT assisted degradation process into the model.

The main contributions of this chapter are: 1) We propose an integrated

model which makes facility location, inventory, and replacement condition

decisions simultaneously. 2) We investigate a new tractable model of the

degradation process for a service part combining two exponential distributions.

3) We show the results of extensive tests on all related parameters to explain

the behavior of the model and optimal solutions patterns.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 we discuss

the relevant work regarding IoT, SPL, and CBM. In Section 3.3, we introduce

our problem more formally and review the underlying assumptions. In Section

3.4, we explain our assumptions on the network structure, part failure process,

and show how we calculate the parameters to help build our model. In Section

3.5, we formulate the optimization model for our problem. In Section 3.6, we

compare our model with the traditional SPL model and show our test results

using a variety of problem instances. Finally, we summarize our work, provide

conclusions and future research directions in Section 3.7.

3.2 Relevant Work

We divide the work relevant to ours into three categories which we review

separately below: i) IoT related literature, ii) SPL related literature and iii)

CBM related literature.
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3.2.1 IoT Related Literature

IoT is a continuosly developing technology. According to van der Maulen

[44] there will be 20.8 billion devices connected to each other by the year 2020.

With more than 20 billion devices connected, IoT is expected to improve the

day-to-day operations in a wide variety of sectors. Manyika [38] reports that

major industries will benefit from implementations of IoT in their systems.

Ezell [21] proposes the usage of IoT in manufacturing and condition monitor-

ing, and Khan et al. [31] state that IoT can be used to monitor part conditions

in manufacturing. These articles on IoT technology gives us a guidance on how

IoT can be implemented in part maintenance processes and how beneficial it

would be to utilize the help from IoT.

3.2.2 SPL Related Literature

SPL has been investigated by many researchers, especially from the inven-

tory management point of view. First multi-echelon inventory model called

METRIC has been developed by Sherbrooke [41]. Building upon that work,

Muckstadt [39] developed an improved inventory model (called MOD-METRIC)

for SPL. These are the early studies that specialize in service parts and their

inventory management in a multi-echelon system. Daskin et al. [18] create

a model to determine the optimal number of distribution centers, their lo-

cations, the retailers assigned to each distribution center, and the optimal

ordering policy at the distribution centers. Because of the non-linear terms in

their model their proposed solution methodologies can find lower and upper

bounds for the objective. Similar to the model before, Daskin et al. [19] create

an integrated location/inventory model as well. Their model also consists of

non-linear terms and they are able to solve the problem approximately. Basten
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and van Houtum [8] survey the models for spare parts and inventory control

and talk about their possible extensions. Candas and Kutanoglu, Jeet et al.

[13, 28] are the first ones to develop an integrated SPL model with service

level constraints and combined decisions on facility locations, allocations of

customer demand, and part inventory levels. Our model extends the one by

[13] by incorporating CBR.

3.2.3 CBM Related Literature

CBM has been gaining attention lately with the advancement of new tech-

nologies and solution methods. A survey by Wang [46] shows that different

styles of maintenance policies are used in practice. Some of these maintenance

policies involve corrective, periodic, age-based, and condition-based actions.

CBM is expected to decrease the number of part failures and downtimes re-

lated to the part [29]. Grall et al. [26] study CBM for a stochastically degrading

system and solve the CBM problem by deciding on the replacement threshold

and inspection schedule. However, like other CBM related work [27, 1, 15]

they focus only on the maintenance problem, hence lack the inclusion of in-

ventory or networking decisions. A review in Gartner [45] shows that most

of the CBM related literature focuses only on finding the best condition for

a single machine or even a part, and makes strong simplifying assumptions

regarding the part availability or the network structure (most assume single

part supply location, single customer location), with some exceptions reviewed

below.

Elwany et al. [20] create models incorporating CBM and inventory control

for a single component. They consider inventory availability with different

part reliability distributions and make decisions accordingly. They assume
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linear and exponential reliability distributions for the part and decide on part

replacement conditions, inventory quantities and order quantities. Wang et al.

[47] create a CBM model where part conditions follow a degradation process

based on a Markov chain. They make the optimal condition and spare part

inventory decisions altogether. Keizer et al. [29] create a CBM model with

inventory considerations for a multi component system. Their model is struc-

tured on a single deterioration parameter for each component and an (s, S)

ordering policy. Models on CBM with inventory optimization make inventory

and part replacement decisions with the assumption of a given network struc-

ture (typically with a single part supply location). We diverge from this line of

work by creating a condition-based model with inventory, network design, and

part replacement decisions combined. Our model does not consider preven-

tive maintenance, and focuses on part replacements either upon failure (for

failure-based replacements) or when the part reaches a condition-threshold.

We believe that with this approach we can have the full control of the system

and decide on optimal facility locations, inventory levels and replacement con-

ditions so that the total system-wide costs (including the expected equipment

downtime costs) are minimized.

In summary, our model tries to combine all of the relevant contributions

by incorporating a condition-based replacement submodel into an already inte-

grated model for SPL. We use the conceptual ideas surrounding IoT to create

a continuous review system for our part conditions. With the help of IoT and

the earlier work on integrated SPL models, we create our model. Our model

is different from the traditional SPL models which consider part replacements

only when the part fails, and it is different from the typical CBM models
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which lack the consideration of network design decisions. We are able to find

the optimal replacement conditions, facility locations and inventory levels, all

in a combined manner.

3.3 Problem Definition and Assumptions

3.3.1 Problem Definition

We are given a network with customer and candidate facility locations for

service stations. Each customer has a single part which follows a degradation

process that is monitored using IoT based sensor data. With this information,

and given parameters for fixed facility costs, inventory holding costs, replace-

ment costs, and downtime penalty costs, we define our problem as follows:

Given the degradation process and continuously available condition infor-

mation for the part, network data, and cost parameters, i) find the facilities

that need to be “opened” and their corresponding stock levels, and ii) find

the part replacement conditions and part supply facilities for each customer

such that the overall incurred cost for the system is minimized.

3.3.2 General Assumptions

Considering that our effort is the first to model consider condition-based

replacement of parts along with integrated network design and part stocking

decisions, we make several simplifying assumptions to develop the first version

of the model. In a way, our assumptions extend the assumptions made in

the integrated SPL modeling literature (see [13, 28] for extensive discussion

of these assumptions). We highlight the assumptions especially due to the

condition-based replacement policies here. We list these assumptions below

along with their justifications and limitations:
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• We assume that the conditions of parts that are in use accross customers’

sites are identified, collected, and conveyed from each customer’s location

to a database in real-time with the help of IoT-based sensor data. We

justify this by assuming that a state of the art IoT-based sensor has

been installed onto each part, and the sensor is continuously monitoring

the condition of the part. Moreover, we assume that the condition of

the part is captured accurately. For example, this kind of continuous

monitoring system is utilized heavily in expensive semiconductor wafer

fabrication machines, which are in constant communication with their

corresponding controllers.

• We assume that the system under consideration has geographically dis-

persed customers, each with potentially different machines in use, but

all with the same single part. Hence, we currently analyze failure and

replacement process of a single part in a system with multiple customers

and multiple candidate service facilities to choose from to design the net-

work. We believe that considering multiple, independent parts is rather

straightforward extension of the model as it will be clear later. More-

over, we believe that extending the number of parts will not change the

overall behavior of the system drastically, hence our results should carry

to the system with multiple parts. If anything, most observations that

favor condition-based replacement or IoT data should be magnified with

more parts.

• We assume that the part has two independent exponential processes that

govern condition degradation, one for going from one condition to the

next (more degraded one), and another one for unexpectedly failing at a
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given condition. The details of these processes are discussed in Section

3.4.2.

• We assume that the demand for spare parts due to condition-based re-

placements will be higher than the failure-based demands. This is ex-

pected, as a condition other than the failure state will be reached more

frequently when a condition-based replacement is used. Moreover, we

calculate the demand for the part, whether condition-based or failure-

based, by using the properties of renewal theory [35]. We calculate the

distribution parameters by finding the expected lead time demand and its

standard deviation. In order to calculate these parameters, we first find

the expected number of “cycles” (intervals between consecutive times for

reaching the replacement condition) in a given time unit (we use a year)

for a given replacement condition, and we also calculate the standard

deviation of “cycles” in Section 3.4.3.

• We assume that the customers’ machines are functional with no perfor-

mance loss for all conditions of the part until the failure state. When

the part fails, the machine is “down” meaning it cannot be used at all

until the part is replaced with a new one that is dispatched from a net-

work facility. The machine downtime is penalized with a relatively high

cost. The downtime depends on the distance (more importantly time)

between the facility and the customer and the part availability at the fa-

cility. The distances between the customers and facilities are controlled

by the network design decisions (locations of facilities and customer-to-

facility assignments). For part availability, we assume a very high target

fill rate (typically 95−99%) for each facility considered to be in the net-

work (“open”) to serve one or more customers’ part replacement needs.
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This simplifies the down time cost calculations as well as the cycle length

calculations for a given replacement condition as we assume that the part

is practically available at the customer’s assigned facility. For a given

replacement condition (which affect the demand rate as mentioned be-

fore), and assigned facility-customer pairs, we choose each facility’s stock

level accordingly to achieve the assumed high fill rate.

Additional specific assumptions for our problem are described in Section 3.4.

3.4 Preliminaries for the Model Development

3.4.1 Network Assumptions

We assume that our network consists of geographically dispersed customers

and candidate facility locations. For our purpose, each customer uses a ma-

chine that consists of a single critical part, and this part is subject to replace-

ment depending on its condition. If the part fails, then the customer triggers

a demand for its replacement to its corresponding facility right away and the

facility satisfies the demand by shipping the part directly to the customer’s

site. During this time, the machine incurs a downtime penalty. Hence, in a

failure based replacement (FBR) policy, the customer does not (have to) mon-

itor the condition of the part, but instead waits for the part failure to trigger

the demand (as was assumed in practice and in research until our study). In

our model, we propose to use the help of IoT sensor data to create a condition-

based replacement (CBR) model. In the CBR model, the customer triggers a

demand for replacement depending on the predetermined part condition (we

assume that a failure too triggers a demand in the CBR policy if it happens

before reaching the threshold condition). That is, if the customer is using a
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replacement condition of k, then the customer requests a replacement part

either when the part hits condition k or when it fails before hitting condition

k.

(a) Example Network (b) Example Solved

Figure 3.1: An Example Network with 30 Customers and 10 Facilities

We give an example network with 30 customers and 10 candidate facil-

ity locations in Figure 3.1. Orange dots in Figure 3.1a represent customer

locations and hollow red dots represent candidate facility locations. Figure

3.1b shows the same network with open 3 optimally-located facilities shown

as filled red dots with arrows coming out from opened facilities representing

the customers that each facility serve. We expect that one of the tradeoffs re-

solved with our model will be the network reach: We expect to open facilities

to be closer to the customers overall so that their distance is under control (to

control the downtime costs), favoring more facilities. We also expect that we

do not open facilities that are too many or to close to each other to control

the facility costs and to take advantage of inventory pooling by using a shared

stock level, favoring fewer facilities. Finding the optimal number and locations

of facilities capturing this tradeoff explicitly is a critical part of the model.
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3.4.2 Part Degradation and Failure Processes

We model the part condition degradation and failure using two different

exponential processes. We use the rate parameter λ to describe the aging

process from one condition to the next (worse condition), and we use rate

parameters µk to describe the unexpected failure rate at a given condition k.

Figure 3.2: Part Degradation Process

In Figure 3.2 we show the degradation process of a part with 6 conditions.

Each node describes the current condition of the part, where condition 0 is the

brand new part, and condition 5 is the failure state. The rate λ controls the

degradation (or aging) process from one condition to the next, and rates µk

describe the unexpected failure process from condition k. Green nodes repre-

sent conditions for when the part is working (up) and the red node represents

condition the part is in failure state (down). Red arrows represent unexpected

failure process that might occur from any condition between 0 and 4. From

condition 4 to condition 5, the arrow with λ means the regular aging process,

and the arrow with µ4 means the unexpected failure process.

We relate these discrete conditions with replacement condition triggers:

For example, if a customer is using replacement condition 0, it means that the

customer is creating a new part request as soon as the part is replaced and the

part would be replaced as soon as the requested part arrives at the customer.
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Similarly, replacement condition 5 means that the customer is using the tra-

ditional failure based replacement policy, which is requesting a replacement

as soon as the part fails. For the other conditions, the customer requests a

new part whenever the part reaches the replacement condition or if it fails

beforehand. For example, if the customer is using replacement condition 2, it

means that a new part request is triggered when the part reaches condition 2

or if it fails between conditions 0-1 or 1-2.

For a given replacement condition, network structure, and λ-µ parameters,

we model the part failure process using a Continuous Time Markov Chain

(CTMC) and calculate the expected downtime per cycle and the expected

cycle length for each condition. The corresponding rate matrix Q for Figure

3.2 is given by

Q =


−(λ+ µ0) λ 0 0 0 µ0

0 −(λ+ µ1) λ 0 0 µ1

0 0 −(λ+ µ2) λ 0 µ2

0 0 0 −(λ+ µ3) λ µ3

0 0 0 0 −(λ+ µ4) λ+ µ4

0 0 0 0 0 0

 .

With the help of Q and state transition assumptions we calculate the cost

and demand coefficients. We describe these calculations in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.3 Condition Based Demand Variability and Distribution

Given the part degradation process given in Figure 3.2 and a part replace-

ment condition k, we can show that the part replacement cycle is a renewal

process. In order to show that the part replacement is following a renewal

process, we assume that at each condition, until failure, the part has indepen-
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dent exponential processes, and at the end of each cycle the part goes back to

its initial state. Let Xn be the time between nth and (n − 1)th failures for a

given replacement condition k. We can find the expected time E(Xn) in units

of days and variance σ2
Xn

in units of day2 for each cycle.

Suppose for now a customer j is served by a given facility i, with shipping

time γ (between the facility and the customer) and a replacement condition k,

we calculate the expected cycle length E(Xn) and cycle variance (σ2
Xn

) values.

For example, if we use condition 1 as the replacement condition, the expected

cycle length becomes γ + 1/(λ + µ0) as we would order the replacement part

when it reaches condition 1 or fails (condition 5) beforehand. The expected

time going from condition 0 to condition 1 or 5 for this part is: 1/(λ+µ0). To

calculate the cycle length variance for replacement condition 1, we use a similar

approach: The variance of the cycle length becomes 1/(λ + µ0)2. Following

the calculations of cycle length means and variances of all possible conditions,

we use the properties of renewal theorem described in [35] to calculate the

expected number of cycles in a period of t days as t/E(Xn), and the variance

as σ2
Xn
t/E(Xn)3 from Central Limit Theorem for renewal processes. Finally,

we show that the part demand for a given condition is approximately normally

distributed, i.e., demand ∼ N(t/E(Xn), σ2
Xn
t/E(Xn)3).

We repeat the process for each (facility i, customer j, condition k) combi-

nation using the shipping times between facilities and customers at all condi-

tions of the part and by using t = 365. Note that λ and µ values for the part

may depend on customer j. After finding these values for each combination we

define dijk for the mean demand in a year and σijk for the standard deviation

of the demand in a year.
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3.4.4 Calculating Cost Coefficients

In order to find the cost parameters for our model, we use the assumptions

from the network structure, and part degradation process (part following a

CTMC). Finding downtime lengths for a given replacement condition and a

shipping time (γ) between a facility and a customer requires us to calculate the

Occupancy Times Matrix M(γ) from Q and γ. It is well known that M(γ) =∫ γ

0

eQtdt (see, e.g., [35, Theorem 6.5]). From M(γ) we find the amount of time

the part spends in the failure state given that an order is placed after reaching

the replacement condition. Naturally, for a given failure state condition j and

the traditional failure based replacement policy Mjj(γ) = γ for the traditional

failure based replacement policy, and if the part has an unexpected failure,

it stays down during the whole period γ. For a given replacement policy

condition i and a failure state condition j, we use Mij(γ) value as the expected

downtime length starting at condition i for a time period γ. Let p0i be the

probability to reach to condition i for a given initial condition 0, and let

condition j represent failure condition, we can calculate the expected downtime

length per cycle for a given replacement condition i and γ as p0iMij(γ) + (1−

p0i)γ. By using M(γ) and probability transition (p) values, we calculate the

expected total downtime in a cycle, then for a year, for each condition to be

used as a replacement trigger.

With the help of expected number of cycles in a year and expected total

downtime values in a cycle, we find the total of replacement costs and down-

time penalty costs for each condition. These costs are represented by cijk in

our model, where i represents the facility, j represents the customer and k

represents the condition.

Figure 3.3 is an example of cijk values for a single part with particular
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Figure 3.3: Replacement Conditions and Total Cost Comparisons

values for: λ, µk, k = 0, 1, . . . , 5, unit replacement cost, unit downtime penalty

cost, and shipping time between the facility and the customer. This example

shows that using replacement condition 4 gives the smallest total cost for the

given part and the given facility (without the facility operations and inventory

holding cost consideration).

3.5 Integrated Model with CBR

Given the development in the earlier sections, we now formulate the prob-

lem to find optimal replacement conditions of a part for all customers based

on its degradation and failure processes. These decisions are made along with

the decisions on facility locations, allocations of customers to the facilities as

well as the stock levels at the facilities. We use the methods discussed in the

previous sections to calculate the input parameters of the model at a prepro-
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cessing step. From our network structure, the available transportation mode,

and the given locations of customers and potential facilities, we calculate tij

as the shipping time between facility i and customer j.

From the part degradation process and cost parameters, we calculate the

mean demand and cost coefficients of each customer for a given condition and

a facility, and define them as dijk for demand coefficients, σijk for standard

deviation of demand values, and cijk for cost coefficients, for a given facility i,

customer j, and condition k.

We define the decision variables yi to identify facilities to open (and stock

with parts) and xijk to identify the replacement condition for each customer

and facility (if that facility supplies the part). We also define stocking variables

si and vi to calculate the stock level, and the total lead time demand standard

deviation at open facilities. This model is an extension of the FBR-based

integrated service part logistics model (see [13, 28]).

In the CBR model, we make customer based decisions such as optimal

replacement conditions, and facility based decisions such as the stock levels to

keep at each (open) facility. We combine these decisions with network deci-

sions: whether to open a candidate facility or not and find which facility serves

which customer with what replacement condition. This combined approach

gives us the integrated model. We now introduce the notation more formally:

Indices and Sets

I Candidate facilities, indexed by i

J Customers, indexed by j

K Potential replacement conditions, indexed by k
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Data

fi Fixed facility operation cost for facility i (in $ per year)
hi Unit inventory holding cost for facility i (in $ per year)
τi Replenishment lead time for facility i (in years) (from an outside source

to facility i)
dijk Mean demand for customer j with replacement condition k when it is

served by facility i (in units per year)
σijk Standard deviation of demand for customer j with replacement condi-

tion k when it is served by facility i (in units per year)
cijk Cost of allocating customer j with replacement condition k to facility

i (in $ per year) (assumed to include downtime, shipping and replace-
ment costs)

zα Standard normal value such that P (Z ≤ zα) = α

Decision Variables

xijk 1 if facility i serves customer j with replacement condition k, 0 otherwise
yi 1 if facility i is open, 0 otherwise
si stock level for facility i
vi standard deviation in total lead time demand for facility i

We now formulate the problem as the following optimization problem:
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min
x,y,s,v

∑
i∈I

fiyi +
∑
i∈I

hisi +
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

cijkxijk (3.1a)

s.t.
∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K

xijk = 1 ∀j ∈ J (3.1b)

xijk ≤ yi ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀k ∈ K (3.1c)

yi ≤
∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

xijk ∀i ∈ I (3.1d)∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

σ2
ijkx

2
ijk ≤ v2

i ∀i ∈ I (3.1e)

si ≥
∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

τidijkxijk + zα
√
τivi ∀i ∈ I (3.1f)

xijk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀k ∈ K (3.1g)

yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I (3.1h)

si ∈ Z≥0 ∀i ∈ I (3.1i)

vi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I. (3.1j)

The objective function (3.1a) in this model minimizes the total annual

cost of the network. The first term in the objective function is the facility

cost, the second term is the inventory holding cost, and the third term is the

demand allocation cost (capturing the downtime, shipping and part replace-

ment costs). Constraints (3.1b) ensure that each customer is served and only

one replacement condition is selected to serve each customer. Constraints

(3.1c) make sure that replacement conditions are selected only for customers

that are served by open facilities. Constraints (3.1d) guarantee that only the

facilities with allocated customers are opened. Quadratic Constraints (3.1e)

calculate total demand variance for facilities. Constraints (3.1f) ensures that

opened facilities can accommodate the demand at a given service level α by
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calculating the inventory values si. These constraints use the fact that lead

time demand for a given (i, j, k) combination is approximately normally dis-

tributed with mean τidijk and standard deviation
√
τiσijk. Here the expression∑

j∈J
∑

k∈K τidijkxijk finds the total mean lead time demand level at facility i.

Remaining constraints (3.1g)-(3.1j) define binary and non-negativity restric-

tions on the decision variables.

We use Gurobi 8 to solve this mixed-integer quadratic model. Gurobi’s

second order cone programming solver help us find the optimal solution in our

computational study.

3.6 Computational Study

3.6.1 Data Generation

To test our model under variety of conditions and topologies of networks,

we generate random customer and facility locations on a hypothetical 1000 by

1000 grid. Each generated node on this grid represents either a customer or a

facility. We use the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between nodes,

and transform them to time units (in days) with an assumed transportation

speed (35 units in the default case) from each facility to each customer. For

example, if a customer is located at (0, 0) and a candidate facility is located

at (300, 400), the time between these nodes is 500/35 ≈ 14 days.

For our default experimental cases, we choose our parameters based on

computational tests from [13], [28]. At the default levels (which will be mod-

ified later), we choose our facility costs to be $500 for all facilities, inventory

holding costs to be $1.75 for all facilities, shipment and replacement costs to

be $10 per replacement, downtime penalty costs to be $8.75 (latter two to be
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used in calculating cijk’s), and all lead times to be 15 days, and a 99% fill rate

for all facilities (α = 99%). For the part degradation process we assume con-

ditions from 0 to 5 with 0 being part is new and 5 in failure state, we choose λ

values to be between 1/120 and 1/30, and µ values to be between 1/1200 and

1/300. We sort the generated µ values for a customer in an ascending order

to represent higher reliability in lower (healthier) conditions. In the following

experiments, we either assume all customers’ parts have the same degradation

parameters or assume all have potentially different parameters (depicted with

the randomly generated values), meaning the customers use the same part but

their usage vary considerably (light versus heavy) or they use the part under

varying conditions (weather, hazards, etc.) By choosing these values, we be-

lieve that we capture a highly reliable service part behavior. A down machine

incurs costs from lost sales, idled work hours, and backlogged production, so

we choose the downtime penalty cost to be relatively high compared to the

holding cost.

By taking 15 days as the default shipping time between customers and

facilities we calculate the expected lifetime under failure based replacement

(FBR) for each problem instance. In order to report our results for 50 instances

for a given combination of parameters, we sort them in a descending order of

expected lifetime and choose 5 instances (out of 50) to report (1st, 12th, 25th,

37th, and 50th) corresponding to 0th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 100th percentile

values to report for our experiments in the upcoming tables. The results of

all available 50 instances for a given combination of factors are used in figures

and in some summary tables (and denoted as such). The top, 0th percentile,

results describe the most reliable part in that set of experiments and 100th

percentile results describe the least reliable part in that set of experiments.
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We believe that reporting 5 out of 50 instances gives an accurate picture of

our extensive analysis.

3.6.2 Comparison with Failure-based Replacement SPL

We create 50 different problem instances with 125 customers with same

degradation parameters and 25 candidate facility locations, all generated with

default parameter values as discussed in Section 3.6.1. We also create 50 differ-

ent problem instances with customers having different degradation parameters.

We solve all instances by using our model, and also by forcing the replacement

condition to be 5 for each customer. This way we can compare the results with

the traditional FBR model. Since FBR is a special case of CBR, the CBR

model’s solution should lead to lower costs. Here, we quantify this improve-

ment experimentally. To obtain a full picture of the comparison between FBR

and CBR-based models, we solve all the instances (customers with same degra-

dation and with different degradation parameters) in two cases, one where the

facility costs are set to $0, as the other where they are set to $500.

Figure 3.4 shows the difference between the optimal values of the total

costs objective functions in the CBR model and the FBR model for all 50 in-

stances, with facility costs $0 and $500 for each instance, tested with customers

having different degradation parameters. Figure 3.4a shows the objective func-

tion values for $500 facility costs and Figure 3.4b shows the objective function

values for $0 facility costs. To show a percentage based comparative analysis

we present Figure 3.5. Blue dots in Figure 3.5 represent instances with $500

facility costs, and red dots represent instances with $0 facility costs. We sort

solved instances based on average expected lifetime of parts from highest to

lowest. We observe that in our experiments objective function improvement
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(a) $500 Facility Costs (b) $0 Facility Costs

Figure 3.4: Objective Function Comparisons

Figure 3.5: Percent Improvements by Using CBR

for CBR is at least 37.86%, at most 45.08% and average percent improvement

in objective function out of 100 instances is 41.31%.

Figure 3.6 shows the frequency of conditions to be used as replacement
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Figure 3.6: Replacement Condition Frequencies

conditions in the optimal solutions across all instances with bars on the right

representing $0 facility costs and bars on the left representing $500 facility

costs. On average of 50 instances with 125 customers and $500 facility costs,

extremely small number of customers use condition 1 or 2 (0.34 customers for

1, 8.72 for 2). About 62% of customers (77.23 of 125) use condition 3 as their

optimal condition. Remaining customers (38.64 on average) use condition 4 as

their optimal condition, which is expected given that earlier replacements may

only increase demand values and costs given the distances between facilities

and customers. For facility cost $0 instances we see a similar behavior for

conditions 1 and 2 with 0 customers for condition 1 and 1.12 customers for

condition 2. However, for condition 3 and condition 4 we observe a flipped

behavior compared to $500 facility costs (we experiment this behavior change

further in Section 3.6.6). This time about 24% of customers (29.9 of 125) use

condition 3 as their optimal condition and remaining 93.98 customers use con-
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dition 4 as their optimal condition. The CBR model does not recommend using

the failure condition (5) as their optimal condition for any of the customers

in any instance, which is the default option for the FBR model. Therefore,

we observe that compared to the traditional FBR model, CBR changes 100%

customers’ replacement conditions.

We also solve 50 more instances with 125 customers with the same degra-

dation parameters, and 25 candidate facility locations. These instances have

customers with the same part degradation process but at different locations,

therefore the network decisions become more important. We solve these mod-

els with the same facility cost change as well. We start with facility costs set

to $0, and in second run of each instance we switch the facility costs to $500.

(a) $500 Facility Costs (b) $0 Facility Costs

Figure 3.7: Objective Function Comparisons

Figure 3.7 shows the difference between the optimal values of the total

costs objective functions in the CBR model and the FBR model for all 50

instances, with facility costs $0 and $500 for each instance, tested with cus-

tomers having same degradation parameters. Figure 3.7a shows the objective
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Figure 3.8: Percent Improvements by Using CBR

Figure 3.9: Replacement Condition Frequencies

function values for $500 facility costs and Figure 3.7b shows the objective

function values for $0 facility costs. To show a percentage based comparative
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analysis we present Figure 3.8 similar to Figure 3.5. We sort the instances

according to the expected lifetime (in days) of the part from highest at being

instance 1 and lowest at being instance 50 (unlike different customer analysis,

we find the expected lifetime of a single part instead of averaging expected

lifetimes of different parts). Blue dots in Figure 3.8 represent instances with

$500 facility costs, and red dots represent instances with $0 facility costs. We

observe that in our experiments objective function improvement for CBR is at

least 22.13%, at most 53.34% and average percent improvement in objective

function out of 100 instances is 40.01%. Compared to Figure 3.5 we observe

that as the expected lifetime of the part decreases, the percent improvement

compared to FBR model increases. This observation goes parallel with our as-

sumption that parts with smaller expected lifetimes could benefit more from

using CBR.

Frequencies of conditions to be used as optimal replacement conditions for

all instances are shown in Figure 3.9. Similar to Figure 3.6 bars on the left

represent $500 facility costs, and bars on the right represent $0 facility costs.

Average frequencies are very similar to the ones in Figure 3.6. For $500 facility

cost instances: 0.04 customers use condition 1, 8.38 customers use condition

2, 76.9 customers use condition 3, and 39.68 use condition 4 on average. For

$0 facility cost instances: 0 customers use condition 1, 0.9 customers use con-

dition 2, 30.44 customers use condition 3 and 93.66 customers use condition 4

on average. The CBR model results in again 0 customers using FBR. There-

fore, we observe that the condition profiles between CBR and FBR are 100%

different.

Having the same aging parameters for all customers throughout the net-

work should, intuitively, give the same replacement condition for all customers.
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However in multiple instances we see that having different replacement condi-

tions for customers is the optimal solution. This is mainly due to the network

topology, i.e., a customer located further from its corresponding stocking facil-

ity may benefit from triggering part replacement at an earlier condition than

a customer located closer to its facility.

Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the results of the 5 selected instances (from

50 total) for the same degradation parameters for all customers and varied

degradation parameters across customers, respectively. The first four columns

show the selected input parameters for the problems solved, the next 4 columns

list the performance of the FBR policy (under FBR heading) and the next 5

columns do the same for the CBR model. The last column in the table shows

the percentage difference between the objectives of FBR versus CBR, summa-

rizing savings in total costs. The Instance column shows the problem number

for two settings of the fixed facility costs ($0 and $500). The Lifetime is the

expected lifetime of the part (for different customers it is the average expected

lifetime of all customers). The Shiptime is the average shipping time within the

network calculated across all facility and customer pairs. The fi is the fixed fa-

cility cost used in the instance. Under FBR and CBR, the Fac. column shows

the number of open facilities, the Stock column shows the total stock level

across all facilities, the Down% shows the average downtime percentage in the

optimal solution, and the Obj. is the optimal objective function value. Under

CBR, the Condition column shows the distribution of the optimal replacement

condition decisions for the instance.

From Tables 3.1 and 3.2 we observe the following:

• FBR models have longer downtimes, which result in larger downtime

penalty costs, for every instance.
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• Stock levels for CBR tend to be higher for some instances, especially

when fixed facility costs are 0. This is mainly due to the fact that with

CBR, the lower replacement conditions create more demand, pushing

facilities to have more stock to satisfy the target fill rate requirement.

• Whenever the facility costs are $500, the CBR opens fewer facilities.

The main reason for this behavior is the network structure. With more

demand coming from CBR and the need to minimize the downtime to

prevent having a large increase in downtime penalty costs yields more

stock levels in CBR. Unlike in FBR, the CBR has the freedom to give cus-

tomers a condition to choose and the tradeoff between increased demand

and reduced downtime with smaller conditions helps CBR to accommo-

date fewer facilities.

• Changing the facility cost does not change the costs savings due to CBR

drastically. We observe that having $0 facility cost vs. having $500 fa-

cility cost changes the objective function difference between 1% and 3%.

• As expected, as the lifetime (or equivalently, the reliability) of the part

decreases, the cost difference between FBR and CBR increases in general.

3.6.3 Varying Shipment Speeds

As mentioned in Section 3.6.1, we specify a speed value to calculate the

shipment time between facilities and customers. The default shipment speed is

35. We can relate different speed coefficients with different shipment methods,

e.g., a lower speed can represent regular ground shipping, and a higher speed

can represent express cargo or air shipping. Eventually, a very large speed
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Table 3.1: CBR vs. FBR Comparison with Facility Cost $0 and $500 (Same
Customers)

FBR CBR
Instance Lifetime Shiptime fi Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Diff%
1,1

684.90 15.45
0 25 33 1.09 5756.46 [0,0,0,36,89,0] 25 33 0.65 4226.37 26.58

1,2 500 5 15 1.65 10447.39 [0,0,0,87,38,0] 4 17 1.03 7836.49 24.99

2,1
464.82 15.30

0 23 36 1.31 7036.75 [0,0,0,10,115,0] 23 39 0.69 4890.27 30.50
2,2 500 7 21 1.80 12474.19 [0,0,0,71,54,0] 4 20 1.15 8894.30 28.70

3,1
330.63 15.36

0 25 35 1.72 8969.10 [0,0,0,19,106,0] 25 38 0.60 4995.56 44.30
3,2 500 8 24 2.13 14613.97 [0,0,2,84,39,0] 3 22 1.03 8497.99 41.85

4,1
277.16 15.27

0 24 37 1.94 10136.26 [0,0,0,64,61,0] 24 46 0.49 5190.01 48.80
4,2 500 8 24 2.43 16059.97 [0,0,3,109,13,0] 3 24 0.87 8373.44 47.86

5,1
185.64 14.36

0 24 42 2.65 13872.4 [0,0,0,38,87,0] 24 50 0.54 6473.73 53.33
5,2 500 7 28 3.29 19901.3 [0,0,0,93,32,0] 4 33 0.76 9722.46 51.15

Table 3.2: CBR vs. FBR Comparison with Facility Cost $0 and $500 (Different
Customers)

FBR CBR
Instance Lifetime Shiptime fi Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Diff%
1,1

357.54 14.45
0 24 41 1.70 9132.73 [0,0,2,25,98,0] 24 44 0.61 5334.19 41.59

1,2 500 8 25 2.21 15101.54 [0,1,14,76,34,0] 3 24 1.07 9018.78 40.28

2,1
343.87 15.99

0 21 37 1.85 9736.94 [0,0,2,32,91,0] 21 41 0.66 5603.16 42.45
2,2 500 8 25 2.35 15667.79 [0,0,6,79,40,0] 4 25 1.01 9250.86 40.96

3,1
332.67 15.83

0 23 37 1.88 9945.38 [0,0,0,29,96,0] 24 43 0.67 5759.92 42.08
3,2 500 9 26 2.32 16169.29 [0,0,7,84,34,0] 4 26 1.07 9679.81 40.13

4,1
319.76 15.26

0 21 37 1.88 9997.21 [0,0,0,27,98,0] 21 41 0.66 5748.95 42.49
4,2 500 8 26 2.28 15577.79 [0,1,8,70,46,0] 4 26 1.04 9550.26 38.69

5,1
309.95 15.22

0 23 38 1.93 10236.23 [0,0,0,34,91,0] 23 44 0.64 5783.14 43.50
5,2 500 8 26 2.45 16260.19 [0,0,4,82,39,0] 4 27 1.01 9513.01 41.50

coefficient would mean that a facility can supply customers quicker, potentially

decreasing the pressure to open more facilities and stock more parts.

We test instances with 125 customers, and 25 candidate facilities with the

same parameters as before. We create 50 different networks, and test them

with 5 different speed coefficients, each when selected applies to all shipment

time calculations. We vary speed coefficients from its default 35 to 70, 140,

280 and 560. We give an index from 1 to 5 to represent the levels of different

speed coefficients. Index 1 corresponds to the speed coefficient 35, and index

5 corresponds to the speed coefficient 560.

In Table 3.3, the Instance column shows the instance number, and the
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Table 3.3: Speed Coefficient Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

526.85

15.98 [0,0,0,116,9,0] 4 19 1.01 7978.13
1,2 8.24 [0,0,0,99,26,0] 3 17 0.65 6007.23
1,3 4.37 [0,0,0,59,66,0] 2 14 0.46 4671.91
1,4 2.43 [0,0,0,19,106,0] 1 12 0.37 3691.59
1,5 1.48 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 12 0.24 3100.83

2,1

432.29

15.30 [0,0,0,32,93,0] 4 18 1.11 8432.92
2,2 7.90 [0,0,0,4,121,0] 3 16 0.72 6292.14
2,3 4.20 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 2 15 0.49 4848.50
2,4 2.35 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 13 0.36 3825.89
2,5 1.43 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 13 0.22 3268.47

3,1

326.77

16.36 [0,0,11,86,28,0] 3 20 0.92 7773.29
3,2 8.43 [0,0,0,64,61,0] 2 17 0.65 6010.26
3,3 4.46 [0,0,0,15,110,0] 1 14 0.51 4747.27
3,4 2.48 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 14 0.30 3837.74
3,5 1.49 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 14 0.18 3386.42

4,1

243.23

16.32 [0,0,0,85,40,0] 4 25 1.12 9744.11
4,2 8.41 [0,0,0,51,74,0] 3 23 0.76 7667.49
4,3 4.45 [0,0,0,9,116,0] 2 19 0.56 6150.78
4,4 2.48 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 17 0.42 5072.32
4,5 1.50 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 17 0.26 4435.99

5,1

151.35

16.03 [0,0,0,95,30,0] 4 33 0.92 10451.57
5,2 8.26 [0,0,0,48,77,0] 3 29 0.63 8473.02
5,3 4.38 [0,0,0,18,107,0] 1 23 0.59 7063.54
5,4 2.44 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 23 0.33 5922.20
5,5 1.48 [0,0,0,0,125,0] 1 23 0.19 5396.73

speed coefficient index, the Lifetime shows the expected lifetime calculated

from the problem parameters, and the Shiptime is the average shipment time

between all the customers and facilities given the speed. The results columns

(Fac., Stock, Down%, Condition and Obj.) are similar to the ones before. The

parameter of special interest in this table is the Shiptime.

Table 3.3 shows the changes in the number of open facilities and optimal

condition distribution with varying speeds. Even though the customers are

identical (i.e., they use the same part under the same environmental condi-

tions, having the same demand parameters), we see that in some cases they
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do not use the same replacement condition. This result shows the impor-

tance of relative distances in the network, and shows once again that optimal

replacement conditions need not be the same even when the customers are.

The main observations from Table 3.3 are:

• The number of open facilities decreases or stays the same as the speed

coefficient increases. The main reason for this behavior is that higher

speeds mean customers can obtain parts from more facilities within the

same period of time. For example, when the speed coefficient is 35,

customers would prefer only facilities that are closer to their locations

and this results in multiple facilities being opened. Whenever we make

the speed coefficient 560, customers’ ability to reach multiple facilities

increase, and a couple of central facilities could potentially serve all cus-

tomers with the same shipping times. The ability to reach every cus-

tomer within the same number of days suggests the model to reduce the

number of open facilities.

• As the speed coefficient increases, the total stock level decreases. The

higher speed coefficients reduce shipping times within the network. This

behavior increases lead time demand coefficients and lead time demand

variances for parts. However faster shipping times also encourages to

reduce the number of facilities. Reduced number of facilities lead to a

greater pooling effect for the given demand mean and variance, resulting

an overall decrease in the total stock level.

• The average downtime decreases for all instances as the shipping speeds

increase. With the increase in speed coefficient, parts have shorter peri-

ods of times to get replaced, therefore their expected downtimes decrease.
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• With the higher shipping speeds, the optimal replacement conditions

either stay the same or go higher (closer to failure state), but it is never

optimal to wait until failure to replace parts, even at the highest speed

level. Higher speeds decrease shipping times and expected downtime

values for each possible condition making customers to accommodate

higher replacement conditions.

(a) Speed Coef. 35 (b) Speed Coef. 560

Figure 3.10: Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 5 From Table 3.3

Figure 3.10 shows the results of Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 5 from Table

3.3. In Figure 3.10a(lowest speed) we observe that there are 4 facilities open,

and in Figure 3.10b(highest speed) we observe that there is only 1 facility

open. We also observe that the open facility in Figure 3.10b is not open in

Figure 3.10a and increasing speed coefficient incentivizes the model to open

one central location.

3.6.4 Varying Replacement Costs

We now test the effects of the replacement cost, the cost paid every time

a part is replaced with a new part. One can view this cost similar to the order
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setup cost seen in traditional supplier-buyer inventory models. We use our

default network parameters for testing the effects of the replacement cost. We

create 50 instances with 125 customers, and 25 candidate locations.

We also use the default parameter values as before: $500 for facility costs,

$8.75 for downtime penalty costs, and $1.75 for inventory holding costs. We

start with a unit replacement cost of $0, then we use a unit replacement cost

of $1 and modify it in each test by multiplying it by 10. As a result we run

instances with unit replacement cost values: $0, $1, $10, and $100.

Table 3.4: Replacement Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

493.56

16.34 0 [120,5,0,0,0,0] 1 177 0.56 3058.72
1,2 16.34 1 [5,59,50,11,0,0] 3 32 0.59 4757.28
1,3 16.34 10 [0,0,0,110,15,0] 4 17 0.69 6570.16
1,4 16.34 100 [0,0,0,0,106,19] 4 15 0.95 20403.60

2,1

344.24

15.08 0 [120,4,1,0,0,0] 2 236 0.76 4448.61
2,2 15.08 1 [1,73,28,23,0,0] 4 43 0.85 6425.74
2,3 15.08 10 [0,0,0,84,41,0] 4 22 1.11 9016.60
2,4 15.08 100 [0,0,0,0,102,23] 4 19 1.34 28729.62

3,1

301.00

14.62 0 [114,6,4,1,0,0] 1 168 0.52 2881.29
3,2 14.62 1 [2,15,80,26,2,0] 3 30 0.56 4616.24
3,3 14.62 10 [0,0,0,76,49,0] 4 21 0.64 7081.50
3,4 14.62 100 [0,0,0,0,101,24] 4 18 0.91 26365.01

4,1

232.40

14.70 0 [116,9,0,0,0,0] 2 230 0.58 3738.38
4,2 14.70 1 [0,1,89,35,0,0] 4 34 0.76 5580.93
4,3 14.70 10 [0,0,0,107,18,0] 4 27 0.84 8840.11
4,4 14.70 100 [0,0,0,0,107,18] 4 23 1.31 34581.66

5,1

152.67

15.41 0 [121,1,3,0,0,0] 2 229 0.55 3623.08
5,2 15.41 1 [4,36,84,1,0,0] 3 56 0.81 5733.71
5,3 15.41 10 [0,0,22,70,33,0] 4 35 1.06 11375.92
5,4 15.41 100 [0,0,0,0,98,27] 5 31 1.75 48289.43

Table 3.4 shows the results of these experiments. For the input parameters,

the Instance column shows the instance number and replacement cost index,

the Lifetime column shows the expected lifetime of the part for the given

instance, the Shiptime is the average facility-to-customer shipment time within

the network, the Cost column is the replacement cost per run. On the output
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side, the columns are as before: the Condition column summarizes the optimal

replacement decisions, the Fac. is the number of open facilities, the Stock is

the total stock level across all facilities, the Down% is the average downtime

percentage, and the Obj. is the objective function value, each reported for the

instance.

An increase in the unit replacement cost pushes the system to create fewer

demands (requests for parts), and consequently the network behavior for the

number of facilities, stock levels, and replacement conditions change. We can

explain this behavior with cijk coefficients which consist of total downtime

and total replacement cost for given i,j,k values. While increasing the re-

placement cost, we increase the weight of replacement cost in cijk values. In

one extreme case where replacement cost is $0 the cijk values only include

downtime penalty cost components, and the optimization model focuses on

minimizing the downtime for each part without worrying about replacement

costs. We observe this behavior in our experiments with $0 replacement costs

where most of the customers choose Condition 0 as their optimal replacement

conditions to minimize their downtime penalty costs. In another extreme case

where replacement cost is $100 the replacement cost portion in cijk values

increase drastically, therefore forcing customers to minimize the number of

replacements. We also observe this behavior in our experiments as well with

$100 replacement costs where some customers start choosing Condition 5 as

their optimal policies. From Table 3.4 we also observe the following:

• With increasing replacement costs, replacement conditions start increas-

ing as well. We see that for some customers replacement conditions start

at 0 and go all the way up to 5 in all of the instances.
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• With increasing replacement costs, the average downtime percentage

steadily increases.

• Stock levels either stay the same or decrease as the replacement costs

increase. This can be explained by the decrease in demand due to the

pressure to use the higher replacement conditions.

• The number of facilities also increase with the increase in replacement

cost. This is due to the fact that the increase in replacement cost pushes

the system to satisfy customer needs as quickly as possible.

(a) Replacement Cost $0 (b) Replacement Cost $100

Figure 3.11: Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 4 From Table 3.4

Figure 3.11 shows the results of Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 4 from Table

3.4. In Figure 3.11a(free replacement cost) we observe that there is only 1

facility open, and in Figure 3.11b(highest replacement cost) we observe that

there are 4 facilities open. We also observe that the open facility in Figure 3.11a

is not open in Figure 3.11b and increasing order costs opens more facilities in

the system.
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3.6.5 Varying Downtime Penalty Costs

We also test changing the downtime penalty cost to see its effects on

our network, stocking, and replacement condition decisions. A part incurs

downtime penalty cost when it is in failure state and waiting for replacement.

We use our default network parameters for network size and as well as cost

parameters used before. This time we start with a downtime penalty cost of $1

and modify it in each test by multiplying it by 10. As a result we run instances

with downtime penalty cost values: $1, $10, $100, $1,000 and $10,000.

Table 3.5: Downtime Penalty Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

547.87 15.49

1 [0,0,0,0,122,3] 1 11 2.34 3150.61
1,2 10 [0,0,14,59,52,0] 4 18 1.19 9297.83
1,3 100 [0,1,121,3,0,0] 13 39 0.71 41580.61
1,4 1000 [57,61,7,0,0,0] 24 238 0.44 256824.28
1,5 10000 [125,0,0,0,0,0] 24 640 0.32 1627739.57

2,1

428.07 15.45

1 [0,0,0,0,119,6] 1 11 1.75 2949.67
2,2 10 [0,0,0,51,74,0] 4 18 0.79 7501.19
2,3 100 [0,0,98,18,9,0] 11 35 0.47 29782.54
2,4 1000 [35,76,14,0,0,0] 21 159 0.31 177329.70
2,5 10000 [111,14,0,0,0,0] 22 546 0.21 1092942.37

3,1

311.22 16.22

1 [0,0,0,1,122,2] 1 14 2.55 3866.47
3,2 10 [0,0,0,107,18,0] 4 23 0.96 9151.92
3,3 100 [0,61,35,29,0,0] 14 64 0.49 34766.68
3,4 1000 [52,73,0,0,0,0] 21 238 0.31 195338.46
3,5 10000 [114,11,0,0,0,0] 23 563 0.23 1173768.15

4,1

243.00 15.77

1 [0,0,0,16,107,2] 1 16 2.50 4368.38
4,2 10 [0,0,13,84,28,0] 4 27 1.01 10045.41
4,3 100 [0,52,64,9,0,0] 11 66 0.49 34362.10
4,4 1000 [38,87,0,0,0,0] 23 206 0.32 188935.79
4,5 10000 [113,12,0,0,0,0] 23 545 0.21 1115575.40

5,1

150.17 15.02

1 [0,0,0,41,80,4] 1 23 3.00 6036.26
5,2 10 [0,0,34,69,22,0] 4 38 0.98 11994.01
5,3 100 [0,11,114,0,0,0] 12 71 0.48 36156.30
5,4 1000 [41,71,13,0,0,0] 21 212 0.30 182325.96
5,5 10000 [112,13,0,0,0,0] 23 531 0.21 1096551.52

Table 3.5 shows the results for changing downtime penalty costs, which are

shown in the Cost column. All other columns are as in Table 3.4. An increase
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in the downtime penalty cost causes our model to behave differently, caus-

ing changes in replacement conditions, number of facilities, stock levels, and

downtime percentages, mostly in the expected direction. The main takeaways

from Table 3.5 are as follows:

• Replacement conditions either stay the same or decrease with an increase

in downtime penalty costs.

• With increased downtime penalty costs, the number of facilities in-

creases. In fact at its lowest level of the downtime penalty cost, only

1 of 25 facilities is open in the optimal solution for all instances and at

its highest level, almost all facilities (up to 24 out of 25) are open.

• Combined with the previous observation on the number of facilities, the

total stock level steadily increases, achieving the highest levels in all the

experiments, up to 640 units in total for some instances.

• The downtime percentage decreases, as expected, due to the increased

pressure on keeping the downtime penalty costs under control with in-

creased unit downtime penalty costs.

Figure 3.12 shows the results of Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 5 from Table

3.5. In Figure 3.12a(lowest downtime penalty cost) we observe that there is

only 1 facility open, and in Figure 3.12b(highest downtime penalty cost) we

observe that there are 24 facilities open. Increasing downtime penalty cost to

extremely high levels forces the system to open almost all of the facilities.
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(a) Downtime Cost $0 (b) Downtime Cost $10,000

Figure 3.12: Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 5 From Table 3.5

3.6.6 Varying Facility Costs

We test the effect of fixed facility cost on our decisions. We use our default

network parameters for network size and as well as cost parameters before. We

start with a facility cost of $10 and modify it in each test by multiplying it by

10. As a result we run instances with facility cost values: $10, $100, $1,000,

$10,000 and $100,000.

Table 3.6 shows the results of these experiments with varying facility costs,

which are listed in column the Cost. All other columns are like the ones be-

fore. The increase in facility costs naturally triggers a potential decrease in the

number of open facilities. Our model captures this behavior, which brings ad-

ditional changes in the network, its stock levels, and its downtime. We observe

the following from Table 3.6:

• With increased facility costs, replacement conditions either stay the same

or decrease. This is observed with more customers using lower replace-

ment conditions under the Condition column for each instance.
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Table 3.6: Facility Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

583.52 15.67

10 [0,0,0,7,118,0] 25 34 0.56 3714.29
1,2 100 [0,0,0,20,105,0] 9 20 0.69 5150.08
1,3 1000 [0,0,0,77,48,0] 3 14 1.05 8797.52
1,4 10000 [0,0,32,74,19,0] 1 12 1.75 18755.64
1,5 100000 [0,0,32,74,19,0] 1 12 1.75 108755.64

2,1

437.42 15.56

10 [0,0,0,53,72,0] 23 35 0.44 3635.61
2,2 100 [0,0,1,87,37,0] 7 21 0.57 4922.68
2,3 1000 [0,0,41,72,12,0] 2 16 0.97 8092.39
2,4 10000 [0,0,77,45,3,0] 1 16 1.19 17201.17
2,5 100000 [0,0,77,45,3,0] 1 16 1.19 107201.17

3,1

363.45 15.52

10 [0,0,0,62,63,0] 21 37 0.52 4335.64
3,2 100 [0,0,0,88,37,0] 8 25 0.63 5604.49
3,3 1000 [0,0,21,92,12,0] 2 18 1.14 9020.36
3,4 10000 [0,0,61,62,2,0] 1 17 1.42 18433.35
3,5 100000 [0,0,61,62,2,0] 1 17 1.42 108433.35

4,1

251.12 16.37

10 [0,0,0,9,116,0] 24 41 0.65 5433.98
4,2 100 [0,0,0,14,111,0] 13 32 0.70 6942.61
4,3 1000 [0,0,4,86,35,0] 3 23 1.23 11104.94
4,4 10000 [0,16,31,64,14,0] 1 23 1.77 20987.89
4,5 100000 [0,16,31,64,14,0] 1 23 1.77 110987.89

5,1

152.90 15.23

10 [0,0,0,31,94,0] 22 53 0.98 8550.41
5,2 100 [0,0,0,44,81,0] 11 43 1.07 10103.05
5,3 1000 [0,0,8,85,32,0] 3 33 1.69 14832.66
5,4 10000 [0,0,57,61,7,0] 1 31 2.54 25838.48
5,5 100000 [0,0,57,61,7,0] 1 31 2.54 115838.48

• The number of open facilities either stays the same or decreases and

eventually hits the ultimate limit of opening 1 facility. In fact at its

lowest facility cost level, up to 25 facilities are located depending on

the reliability of the part. After a certain threshold of the facility cost,

opening one facility becomes always optimal.

• As aligned with the number of open facilities (decreasing as the facility

cost goes higher), the total stock level either stays the same or decreases

as expected.

• The downtime percentage goes up or stays the same as the facility cost in-

creases as the model focuses to the facility costs for optimal decisions and
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it can afford to have longer downtimes (hence higher downtime penal-

ties).

• One underlying takeaway is that the optimal solutions show a limiting

behavior or convergence on the number of open facilities (tends to go to

1 open facility), stock levels, and even condition profiles and down time

percentages.

(a) Facility Cost $10 (b) Facility Cost $100,000

Figure 3.13: Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 5 From Table 3.6

Figure 3.13 shows the results of Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 5 from Table

3.6. In Figure 3.13a(lowest facility cost) we observe that there are 25 facilities

open, and in Figure 3.13b(highest facility cost) we observe that there is only

1 facility open. Increasing the facility costs forces the system to open fewer

facilities, but still looking to find central locations for facilities to minimize

the other relative costs.
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3.6.7 Varying Part Degradation Parameters

We test the effect of part degradation parameters by varying the λ and

µk values. We know from the part failure process assumption 1/λ represents

the expected number of days between consecutive conditions, and 1/µk values

represent the expected number of days before the part fails unexpectedly at

condition k. To test the effects of aging parameters on the optimal decisions,

we create 4 different kinds of tests.

We use the default parameters for all parameters, except part degradation:

$1.75 inventory holding costs, $8.75 downtime penalty costs, $10 replacement

costs, and $500 facility costs. For the aging parameters we choose λ values

such that the expected lifetime of the part to be between 720 and 150 days.

We choose the range for µk values such that an unexpected failure is between

1200 and 300 days. In each test, we double λ and µk so that the part becomes

less and less reliable.

Table 3.7 shows the results of the aging parameter changes in a format

similar to the previous tables. The only column that needs explanation is the

Coef. Column which shows the coefficient that is used to multiply the λ and µk

values. As observed from the Lifetime column, the part becomes increasingly

unreliable with each coefficient change. This means that the instances become

less reliable in two different ways as we go down in the table: Instances due

to the random generation of aging parameters for 5 “outer” instances and 4

different “inner” instances representing the coefficient multiplication of the

aging parameters for each given outer instance.

For aging parameter changes, we observe the main solution changes are

in the network and stock level decisions and an interesting change condition

profiles. Optimal conditions seem to vary in both directions, especially for
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Table 3.7: Aging Parameter Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Coef Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1 577.53

16.17

1 [0,11,27,65,22,0] 4 19 0.78 7122.15
1,2 288.77 2 [0,4,40,58,23,0] 5 31 1.43 11971.33
1,3 144.38 4 [0,7,22,70,26,0] 8 55 2.35 20473.80
1,4 72.19 8 [0,5,34,51,35,0] 11 93 4.06 35052.39

2,1 443.27

15.87

1 [0,0,0,80,45,0] 5 22 1.27 9798.58
2,2 221.63 2 [0,0,2,61,62,0] 7 37 2.15 16377.81
2,3 110.82 4 [0,0,0,71,54,0] 12 71 3.32 27676.48
2,4 55.41 8 [0,0,10,76,39,0] 14 118 6.01 47438.29

3,1 325.06

15.50

1 [0,0,0,77,48,0] 4 22 1.18 9364.52
3,2 162.53 2 [0,0,0,83,42,0] 7 43 1.85 16094.62
3,3 81.26 4 [0,0,0,93,32,0] 9 72 3.21 27488.74
3,4 40.63 8 [0,0,21,72,32,0] 12 128 5.65 48271.68

4,1 268.60

15.53

1 [0,0,1,90,34,0] 3 21 0.82 7624.26
4,2 134.30 2 [0,0,5,94,26,0] 5 39 1.33 13450.70
4,3 67.15 4 [0,1,31,75,18,0] 6 71 2.33 23803.28
4,4 33.57 8 [1,8,32,68,16,0] 9 126 4.27 43214.44

5,1 155.89

16.16

1 [0,0,2,95,28,0] 3 31 1.08 10511.14
5,2 77.94 2 [0,0,30,68,27,0] 5 59 1.75 19085.66
5,3 38.97 4 [0,7,47,56,15,0] 7 109 3.08 34889.27
5,4 19.49 8 [9,19,53,39,5,0] 11 199 5.35 63946.04

instances with less reliable instances. We observe the following from Table

3.7:

• In general, optimal conditions show an interesting behavior. The optimal

condition values either decrease or increase as the part becomes less reli-

able. This is against our intuition that having a less reliable part should

favor the lower conditions. We can explain this behavior with our cost

structure. The unit replacement cost is $10 and the downtime penalty

cost is $8.75, and we in general make the part less reliable between the

individual instances. Less reliable parts have shorter expected lifetimes

and as a result they have more expected number of replacements in a

given time period (say a year). The total replacement cost increase is

higher than the average downtime cost increase, thus the model favors

fewer replacements instead of the downtime decrease. This behavior
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makes the replacement conditions to move up to higher conditions.

• Along the same lines of thinking, the number of open facilities steadily

increases as the part becomes less reliable.

• As observed before, more facilities typically lead to higher stock levels,

which happens here too. The total stock level steadily increases with

the increased replacements due to the lower reliability with the aging

parameter changes.

• The downtime percentage increases with lower reliability as expected.

(a) Degradation Coef. 1 (b) Degradation Coef. 8

Figure 3.14: Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 4 From Table 3.7

Figure 3.14 shows the results of Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 4 from Ta-

ble 3.7. In Figure 3.14a(highest expected lifetime) we observe that there are

4 facilities open, and in Figure 3.14b(lowest expected lifetime) we observe

that there are 11 facilities open. Decreasing the expected lifetime of the part

increases the number of facilities in the system to compensate the possible

increases in downtime.
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3.6.8 Varying Holding Costs

Finally, we test changes in holding costs to see its effects on our decisions.

We use the default cost parameters from earlier experiments on the exception

of the holding cost. We start with a holding cost of $0 for all facilities, then

we use a holding cost of $1 and modify it in each test by multiplying it by 10.

As a result we run instances with holding cost values: $0, $1, $10, and $100.

Table 3.8: Holding Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

368.08 16.75

0 [0,0,0,116,9,0] 4 17 0.72 6548.26
1,2 1 [0,0,0,115,10,0] 4 15 0.72 6563.49
1,3 10 [0,0,0,115,10,0] 4 15 0.72 6698.49
1,4 100 [0,0,0,92,33,0] 4 15 0.74 8068.61

2,1

282.39 15.72

0 [0,0,48,44,33,0] 4 22 0.99 8365.62
2,2 1 [0,0,48,44,33,0] 4 21 0.99 8386.62
2,3 10 [0,0,37,50,38,0] 4 19 1.01 8563.68
2,4 100 [0,0,12,44,69,0] 4 17 1.11 10213.19

3,1

267.16 14.63

0 [0,0,0,68,57,0] 4 19 0.89 7772.27
3,2 1 [0,0,0,68,57,0] 4 19 0.89 7791.27
3,3 10 [0,0,0,62,63,0] 4 18 0.90 7956.24
3,4 100 [0,0,0,48,76,1] 3 16 1.09 9585.72

4,1

174.36 15.72

0 [0,0,49,55,21,0] 4 31 0.92 9810.50
4,2 1 [0,0,39,62,24,0] 4 28 0.96 9839.30
4,3 10 [0,0,33,57,35,0] 4 27 0.99 10090.87
4,4 100 [0,0,22,52,51,0] 3 24 1.24 12441.47

5,1

128.27 15.89

0 [0,0,0,88,37,0] 4 33 1.12 11269.68
5,2 1 [0,0,0,88,37,0] 4 33 1.12 11302.68
5,3 10 [0,0,0,87,38,0] 4 32 1.12 11592.33
5,4 100 [0,0,0,64,61,0] 4 30 1.20 14387.96

Table 3.8 shows the results of 5 instances, with each run of the 4 levels

of the holding cost factor. The only column that needs explanation is the

Cost column which describes the holding cost per run. We observe several

interesting results from Table 3.8 as summarized below:

• The number of facilities either decreases or stays the same as the holding

cost increases. This is because higher holding costs in a way increase the
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facility operating costs causing to lower the number of opened facilities.

• The stock level either decreases or stays the same with the increasing

holding cost as expected.

• Optimal replacement conditions either stay the same or increase with

increasing holding costs. This is in a way to reduce the effect of higher

holding costs by reducing the demand for replacement parts by increasing

the replacement condition.

• The overall downtime percentage either stays the same or increases with

higher holding costs. This is somewhat expected as the inventory be-

comes more expensive, satisfying replacement demand from inventory

becomes more expensive and this is traded off against the longer down-

times (hence higher downtime costs).

(a) Holding Cost $0 (b) Holding Cost $100

Figure 3.15: Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 4 From Table 3.8

Figure 3.15 shows the results of Instance 1, 1 and Instance 1, 4 from Table

3.8. In both Figure 3.15a(free holding cost) and Figure 3.15b(highest hold-

ing cost) we observe that there are 4 facilities open. However, we observe
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some assignment differences between facilities and customers. A customer

getting service from the top left facility when holding cost is $0 starts using

the opened facility from the top right location when the holding cost is $100.

With higher holding costs, customers start using higher conditions as their

optimal replacement policies, and in order to compensate the increased down-

times due to higher conditions, the customers start using facilities closer to

their locations.

3.7 Conclusions

We create an integrated SPL model that explicitly considers optimal condi-

tion based replacements of parts while simultaneously making network design

and stock level decisions. To our knowledge, we are the first to integrate a

CBR model within a multi-location integrated SPL problem. Considering that

our effort is the first model to consider CBR of parts along with integrated

network design and part stocking decisions, we develop a rather generic model

to test the effects of CBR on network design and stock level decisions as well

as the replacement conditions.

We test our model extensively with controlled experiments by changing

various parameters. Our experiments show that the CBR based SPL model

outperforms the FBR based SPL model. In the case of different part be-

havior for each customer we have about 41.31% total cost improvement, and

in the case of same part behavior for each customer we have about 40.01%

cost improvement. The cost improvement increases as the part becomes less

reliable. Both of the tests favor CBR by at least 40% on average, and the

optimal replacement conditions are almost always different than that of the

FBR system.
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We also show the effects of different parameters by varying them. Our

tests include varying speed coefficients, cost values, and aging parameters.

Some insights from these changes based on the cost parameters are:

• Increases in the holding cost decrease the stock levels, and replacement

conditions tend to go higher to reduce the number of replacements per

year.

• Increases in the replacement cost decrease the stock levels and number

of facilities until a certain point, and the replacement conditions tend to

go higher.

• Increases in the downtime penalty cost increases the stock levels and

number of facilities; the replacement conditions tend to decrease to ac-

commodate smaller downtime percentages.

• Increases in the facility cost decrease the stock levels and number of fa-

cilities, and the replacement conditions. Fewer facilities explain the de-

crease in replacement conditions to compensate the potential increase in

downtime. Customers who are further from the opened facilities choose

a smaller replacement condition.

• Increases in λ and µ parameters shows that as the part becomes less

reliable, the system would need more stock and more facilities to respond

to increasing demand.

We present our findings for a single degrading part for each customer. We

hope that this preliminary work on CBR based SPL will encourage companies

to implement CBR into their systems to save costs, and reduce the machine
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downtimes. With the potential cost savings we show compared to the failure

based replacement models, we believe that the benefit of implementing an IoT-

based condition monitoring technology can potentially outweigh its costs. We

also believe that the work presented in this chapter can create possible future

directions. By extending the CBR based SPL model for a single part we believe

that some of the possible applications would be: 1) Incorporating variable fill

rates for facilities instead of a system-wide fill rate level 2) investigating the

possibility of having variable speed rates for each customer, and each condition

to see if someone can increase cost savings of the CBR further 3) increasing

the number of parts per customer, 4) considering Additive Manufacturing

(AM) as a possible option for stocking decisions to help make improved CBR

decisions.

We investigate the latter two extensions in Chapter 4 and present our
findings.
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Chapter 4

Additive Manufacturing in Integrated Service

Logistics with Multiple Parts and

Condition-based Replacements

4.1 Introduction

Additive Manufacturing (AM) is the process of producing parts layer by

layer based on their designs by using compatible manufacturing techniques.

The difference of AM methods compared to Conventional Manufacturing (CM)

methods is that instead of producing the actual part from material(s) by shap-

ing, cutting, bending or machining, AM methods create the part from ground

up while using 3D design and printing. By manufacturing the part from ground

up, the material waste is significantly smaller compared to CM methods, and

in some advanced cases the material waste in AM processes are zero [11]. Ad-

ditionally, AM methods provide users the freedom of customizing the part

design tailored to their needs without relying on a part supplier compared

to CM methods. The flexibility to make (or print) multiple parts with cus-

tomized specifications by using a single machine (typically called 3D printer)

with zero waste have prompted companies to seriously consider switching to

AM methods. Even though the first AM techniques stem back to 1987 [51],

use cases of AM in part supply are more recent.

With the advancement and investment in AM technologies, increasing

number of AM materials has become commonplace in AM (e.g., titanium,
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plastic, polymer, alloys, etc.) [51]. These technological advancements and

built-in advantages have helped increasing number of companies in a wide

variety of industries to consider AM as a viable option for their operations.

Sales of AM machines are growing worldwide and this trend is expected to

continue at least for the next 5 years [11]. With the increase in feasibility of

AM machines in various industries such as aerospace, health-care, and elec-

tronics, the proper implementation of AM systems has become critical. Under

what conditions and what kinds of parts, it is more beneficial for a company

to use AM methods as opposed to CM requires a critical study of all relevant

impacts of AM on the operations, including supply chain and logistics. After

careful consideration of costs and other factors, a company may decide that

CM may still be the better option for some parts even if the AM option is

available. To understand the feasibility of implementing AM into a system,

many factors such as the difficulty level of part design, part attributes and

requirements, raw material availability, and part supply operations must be

considered and evaluated. We believe that with technological advancements

and persistent research, most of the technical challenges for using AM widely

will be tackled. Here, we focus on the effects of AM considerations in service

logistics, specifically in the logistics operations of parts supply in post-sales

maintenance and service.

We postulate that AM considerations for spare part supply chains can

potentially create great benefits in the system with proper handling. Due to

high-quality service requirements from users and critical importance of spare

parts we consider Service Parts Logistics (SPL) as a potential use case for

AM considerations; however, for a single part SPL system, comparing the

performance of AM vs. CM may not produce good insights since all network
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and stocking decisions for a single part will most likely be the same in both

manufacturing methods. Consequently, we consider SPL systems with multiple

parts to be able to capture the full effect of AM considerations.

Integrated SPL models make stocking and networking decisions simulta-

neously while considering parts trigger replacement orders when they fail. We

show in Chapter 3 that considering Condition Based Replacement (CBR) in

SPL systems results in improved costs and flexible networking and supply de-

cisions compared to failure based SPL models. In this chapter, we propose to

find the optimal replacement conditions for each part while making network

design and inventory decisions. We first develop a CBR model with multiple

part considerations by extending the CBR-SPL model from Chapter 3, and

we extend the multiple part CBR model to include AM considerations.

The main contributions of this chapter are: 1) We extend the single part

CBR-SPL model to include multiple part considerations. 2) We further ex-

tend the multiple part CBR model to incorporate Additive Manufacturing

considerations. 3) We compare the performances of additive manufacturing

and conventional manufacturing models with multiple part considerations. 4)

We perform a parametric analysis to find the conditions and cases under which

considering additive manufacturing becomes more favorable (i.e., brings in sig-

nificant costs savings). 5) We show the results of extensive tests on all related

parameters to explain the behavior of the additive manufacturing model and

its optimal solution patterns. 6) We develop a heuristic for the additive man-

ufacturing model and show our test results on various performance metrics.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 4.2 we discuss the

relevant work regarding AM, SPL, and CBR. In Section 4.3, we introduce our

problem more formally and review the underlying assumptions. In Section
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4.4, we explain our assumptions on the network structure and part failure

processes. We also show how we can compute the parameters to help build

our models. In Section 4.5, we formulate the optimization model for CBR

model with multiple part considerations. In Section 4.6, we formulate the

optimization model for CBR model with multiple parts and AM. In Section

4.7, we compare the conventional manufacturing CBR model with the additive

manufacturing CBR model and show our test results using a wide variety

of problem instances. In Section 4.8, we test all related parameters for the

CBR model with AM considerations with various instances and present our

results. In Section 4.9, we introduce a heuristic for CBR model with AM

considerations and present the various performance metrics of our heuristic

compared to optimization model. In Section 4.10, we summarize our work,

provide conclusions and future research directions.

4.2 Relevant Work

We divide the work relevant to ours in three categories which we review

separately below: i) AM related literature, ii) AM-SPL related literature and

iii) CBR related literature.

4.2.1 AM Related Literature

Technical properties of AM methods and comparisons of different raw

materials in AM have been studied extensively. Wohlers [51] has a technical

report on the history of AM and its developments through the time with

examples of different companies and use cases. Bikas et al. [11] review the

current modeling and methodologies for AM and give insight on different AM

techniques. They believe that with proper modeling and handling AM can
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positively impact the current manufacturing processes. Attaran [3] talks about

the possible effects of AM in supply chain logistics and conducts a qualitative

analysis on possible effects of AM. Coykendall et al. [17] work on a case study to

show various benefits of considering AM produced spare parts for the aerospace

industry. Westerweel et al. [48] also create a similar case study to investigate

the conditions where The Royal Netherlands Army can benefit from the usage

of 3D printers. Another investigation on AM is done through a lifecycle cost

analysis by van Houtum et al. [49], and they believe that AM can help to

reduce the after sales logistics cost. We see from the literature on AM that it

is a promising technology with multiple successful use cases, and can provide

great benefits.

4.2.2 AM-SPL Related Literature

Effects of AM considerations for supply chain operations have been inves-

tigated in multiple cases. Knofius et al. [34] create a ranking based method for

spare parts to investigate whether considering AM could be beneficial or not.

They use qualitative and quantitative properties of spare parts to create their

ranking based method to help companies decide on whether to use AM or not.

Barz et al. [7] create an optimization model for a two-stage supply network

with deterministic demand values for parts with AM considerations. They

make different scenario analyses with different network structures and observe

that AM can have a huge impact on the structure of the supply networks. Their

model is an extension to the two-stage capacitated facility location problem

from Klose [32] with a modification on AM availability. Our model is different

than this model with CBR considerations and stochastic demands for parts.

Khajavi et al. [30] consider the effects of AM in spare parts supply chain
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by generating a case study for F-18 Super Hornet environmental control sys-

tem. Their model has different disjunct cost analyses without optimization

considerations. Song and Zhang [42], and Knofius et al. [33] investigate the

possibility of having AM as a dual sourcing option in SPL systems. Knofius

et al. show that having the availability of dual sourcing option of AM in SPL

could magnify the effects of AM. They consider a failure based replacement

with base stock policy and show that AM may not be beneficial for down-

time critical parts. We believe that by considering CBR in AM models, we

can show the benefits of considering AM in SPL. Song and Zhang [42] create

an inventory based model for SPL, and present their findings on whether to

use 3D printing as an option or not. Like the model described in [33] this

model considers only inventory level decisions as well. Their decisions focus

on whether to use 3D printers or not for a given set of combination of parts.

4.2.3 CBR Related Literature

Lin et al. [36] show considering condition based inventory levels for spare

part supply reduce costs by 20% on average without network design consider-

ations. We investigate the single part CBR model in Chapter 3 and show that

using CBR compared to the traditional FBR improves the costs by 40% in

integrated SPL. Our models with multiple part considerations and AM con-

siderations for multiple parts are direct extensions of the model presented in

Chapter 3.

In summary, we try to combine all of the relevant contributions and extend

our single part CBR model for SPL to create a CBR model with multiple part

considerations and a CBR model with multiple part and AM considerations.

We use the conceptual ideas surrounding sensor based technologies to create
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a continuous review system for our part conditions. Our models are different

from the traditional SPL models which consider part replacements only when

the part fails, and it is different from the typical AM models which lack the

consideration of network design decisions. We are able to find the optimal re-

placement conditions, facility locations and inventory levels, all in a combined

manner with multiple part and AM considerations.

4.3 Problem Definition and Assumptions

4.3.1 Problem Definition

We are given a network with customer and candidate facility locations for

service/part stocking stations. Each customer has multiple in-use machines,

each with a single critical part. Each part follows an independent degrada-

tion process that is monitored continuously with sensors. Parts in different

machines at each customer location operate and degrade independently from

each other. With this information, and given parameters for fixed facility

costs, inventory holding costs, replacement costs, and downtime penalty costs,

we define our problem as follows:

Given degradation processes and continuously available condition informa-

tion for the parts in use across all customers, network data, and cost param-

eters, i) find the facilities that need to be “opened” and their corresponding

stock levels for each part, and ii) find the part replacement conditions and

part supply facilities for each part at each customer location, such that the

overall expected cost of the whole system is minimized.
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4.3.2 General Assumptions

Given that our model is an extension of the single part CBR model to

include multiple parts and AM, we use most of the assumptions made in

Chapter 3. We broaden some assumptions from Chapter 3, or make new

assumptions to facilitate multiple parts and AM considerations. We list these

assumptions below along with their justifications and limitations:

• We assume that the system under consideration has geographically dis-

persed customers, each with different machines in use, but each machine

with a potentially different single mission-critical part. Hence, we extend

our analyses in Chapter 3 for single part to multiple part considerations.

• We assume that each part has two independent exponential processes

that govern condition degradation, one for going from one condition to

the next (more degraded one), and another one for unexpectedly failing

at a given condition. We also assume that the parts at a single cus-

tomer location degrade independent of each other since they are parts

of different machines. This assumption enables the customer to be able

to choose potentially different replacement conditions for different parts.

The details of these processes are discussed in Section 4.4.2.

• For our CBR model with CM (with discrete parts that are convention-

ally manufactured, and supplied to and stocked at network facilities),

we assume that each part has its own stock level at each facility and

facilities are capable of holding each part in their stock without capacity

limitations. The facility serving a customer ships the replacement (new)

part from its available stock to the customer when the replacement con-
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dition of the part is reached. That is, the replacement condition triggers

a request for the new part from the facility.

• For our CBR model with AM considerations, we assume that each facil-

ity is available to produce required parts with an on-site 3D printer on

demand (when the replacement condition from a customer’s part triggers

a request for a new one from the facility). We assume that AM requires

the availability of a common raw material that can be used to print any

of the parts. Hence, stocking for AM means having enough common raw

material to print any of the parts. We also assume that the produc-

tion/printing times for AM are negligible, especially when compared to

the shipping times from the facility to the customer’s site.

• We assume that parts at different machines for a given customer gener-

ate independent downtimes at these machines, and each customer can

request the required part based on that part’s replacement condition.

We believe that by enabling CBR in the system, the model will try to

minimize the overall downtimes occurring due to multiple parts across

multiple customers, strategically choosing the replacement condition for

each part.

Additional specific assumptions for our problem are described in Section 4.4.

4.4 Model Development

4.4.1 Network Assumptions

Similar to the single part CBR model in Chapter 3, we assume that our

network consists of geographically dispersed customers and candidate facility
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locations. Each customer operates multiple machines, each of which consists

of a different critical part, and these parts are subject to replacement depend-

ing on their conditions. When a part fails, the customer triggers a demand for

its replacement to its corresponding facility right away and the facility satis-

fies the request by shipping the part directly to the customer’s site. During

this time, the machine incurs a downtime penalty. Hence, in a failure based

replacement (FBR) policy, the customer does not (have to) monitor the con-

ditions of parts, but instead waits for the part failure to trigger the request.

In addition to the part failures as a source of demand, the CBR model as-

sumes that each part at each customer may also trigger a replacement part

when a specific condition (before the failure state) is reached. Note that the

customer triggers a request replacement for each of their parts independently,

depending on the predetermined part replacement conditions. That is, if the

customer uses replacement condition k for part p, then the customer requests

a replacement part for part p either when the part reaches condition k or when

it fails before reaching condition k. Moreover, the degradation and supply of

parts to different customers or different parts at the same customer location

are independent from each other. Figure 4.1 shows an example customer with

2 machines and 2 parts.

We give an example network with 30 customers, each with 2 parts, and 10

candidate facility locations in Figure 4.2. Orange dots in Figure 4.2 represent

customer locations and hollow red dots represent candidate facility locations,

and filled red dots in Figure 4.2b represent 3 optimally-located facilities. We

expect that one of the tradeoffs resolved with our model will be the network

reach: We expect to open facilities to be closer to the customers overall so that

their distance is under control (to control the downtime costs), favoring more
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Figure 4.1: Example Customer with 2 Parts

(a) Example Network (b) Example Solved

Figure 4.2: An Example Network with 30 Customers, 10 Facilities, and 2 Parts

facilities. We also expect that we do not open facilities that are too many

or to close to each other to control the facility costs and to take advantage
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of inventory pooling by using a shared stock level, favoring fewer facilities.

Finding the optimal number and locations of facilities capturing this tradeoff

explicitly will be the critical part of the model.

4.4.2 Part Degradation Processes

We use the same degradation and failure processes from Chapter 3. For a

given part p, we use the rate parameter λp to describe the aging process from

one condition to the next (worse condition), and we use rate parameters µp,k

to describe the unexpected failure rate at a given condition k.

Figure 4.3: Two Part Degradation Processes

In Figure 4.3, we show the degradation process of two parts, at a single

location, with 6 conditions. Each node describes the current condition of the
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corresponding part, where condition 0 is the brand new part, and condition

5 is the failure state. The rate λp controls the degradation (or aging) process

from one condition to the next, and rates µp,k describe the unexpected failure

process from condition k for part p. Green nodes represent conditions when the

part is operational (up) and the red nodes represent condition when the part is

in failure state (down). Red arrows represent unexpected failures that might

occur from any condition between 0 and 4. From condition 4 to condition 5,

the arrow with λp means the regular aging process, and the arrow with µp,4

means the unexpected failure process.

We relate these discrete conditions with replacement condition triggers:

For example, if a part is using replacement condition 0, it means that the

customer is issuing a new part request as soon as the part is replaced and the

part would be replaced as soon as the requested part arrives to the customer.

Similarly, replacement condition 5 means that the customer is using the tra-

ditional failure based replacement policy, which is requesting a replacement

as soon as the part fails. For the other conditions, the customer requests a

new part whenever the part reaches the replacement condition or if it fails

beforehand. For example, if a customer uses replacement condition 2 for one

of its parts, a new part request is triggered when the part reaches condition 2

or if it fails between conditions 0-1 or 1-2.

For a given replacement condition, network structure, and λp-µp parame-

ters, we can model the part failure process using a Continuous Time Markov

Chain (CTMC) and calculate the expected downtime per cycle and the ex-

pected cycle length for each condition. The corresponding rate matrices Q for

Figure 4.3 are
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Q1 =


−(λ1 + µ1,0) λ1 0 0 0 µ1,0

0 −(λ1 + µ1,1) λ1 0 0 µ1,1
0 0 −(λ1 + µ1,2) λ1 0 µ1,2
0 0 0 −(λ1 + µ1,3) λ1 µ1,3
0 0 0 0 −(λ1 + µ1,4) λ1 + µ1,4
0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,

Q2 =


−(λ2 + µ2,0) λ2 0 0 0 µ2,0

0 −(λ2 + µ2,1) λ2 0 0 µ2,1
0 0 −(λ2 + µ2,2) λ2 0 µ2,2
0 0 0 −(λ2 + µ2,3) λ2 µ2,3
0 0 0 0 −(λ2 + µ2,4) λ2 + µ2,4
0 0 0 0 0 0

 .
With the help of Q matrices and state transition assumptions, we calculate

the cost and demand coefficients for a given facility i, customer j, part p and

condition k as cijpk for cost and dijpk for demand coefficients. The process

of calculating these coefficients is the same as that of the single part model

and detailed descriptions on how to calculate these coefficients are described

in Chapter 3, Section 3.4.

4.5 CBR-Based Model with Multiple Parts

Given the development in earlier sections, we now formulate the problem

to find optimal replacement conditions for all customer-part pairs based on

their degradation and failure processes. These decisions are made along with

the decisions on facility locations, allocations of customer-part pairs to the

facilities as well as the stock levels at the facilities for each part. We use the

methods in previous sections to calculate the input parameters of the model in

a preprocessing step. From our network structure, the available transportation

mode, and the given locations of customers and potential facilities, we calculate

tijp as the shipping time between facility i and customer j for part p.
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From our part degradation process and cost parameters, we calculate the

mean demand and cost coefficients of each part at each customer for a given

condition and a facility, and define them as dijpk for demand coefficients, σijpk

for standard deviation of demand values, and cijpk for cost coefficients, for a

given facility i, customer j, part p, and condition k.

We define decision variables yi to identify open facilities and xijpk to iden-

tify the replacement condition for each part-customer pair and facility (if that

facility supplies the pair). We also define stocking variables sip and vip to

calculate the stock level, and the total annual demand standard deviation for

each part at open facilities. This model is an extension of the CBR-based ser-

vice part logistics model from Chapter 3. We denote this model as CM-CBR

where CM standing for Conventional Manufacturing.

In the CM-CBR model with multiple parts, we make part based decisions

such as optimal replacement conditions for each customer and part, and fa-

cility based decisions such as the stock levels to keep at each (open) facility

for each part. We combine these decisions with network decisions: whether to

open a candidate facility or not and find which facility serves which customer-

part pair with what replacement condition. This combined approach gives us

the integrated model. We now introduce the notation more formally:

Indices and Sets

I Candidate facilities, indexed by i

J Customers, indexed by j

P Parts, indexed by p

K Replacement conditions, indexed by k
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Data

fi Fixed facility operation cost for facility i (in $ per year)
hip Unit inventory holding cost for part p at facility i (in $ per year)
τip Replenishment lead time for part p at facility i (in years) (from an

outside source to facility i)
dijpk Mean demand for part p for customer j with replacement condition k

when it is served by facility i (in units per year)
σijpk Standard deviation of demand for part p for customer j with replace-

ment condition k when it is served by facility i (in units per year)
cijpk Cost of allocating part p at customer j with replacement condition k

to facility i (in $ per year) (assumed to include downtime, shipping
and replacement costs)

zα Standard normal distribution z-value such that P (Z ≤ zα) = α

Decision Variables

xijpk 1 if facility i serves part p of customer j with replacement condition k,
0 otherwise

yi 1 if facility i is open, 0 otherwise
sip Stock level for part p at facility i
vip Standard deviation of the total annual demand for part p at facility i

We now formulate the problem as the following optimization model:
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min
x,y,s,v

∑
i∈I

fiyi +
∑
i∈I

∑
p∈P

hipsip +
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

cijpkxijpk (4.1a)

s.t.
∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K

xijpk = 1 ∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P (4.1b)

xijpk ≤ yi ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (4.1c)

yi ≤
∑
j∈J

∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

xijpk ∀i ∈ I (4.1d)∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

σ2
ijpkx

2
ijpk ≤ v2

ip ∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P (4.1e)

sip ≥
∑
j∈J

∑
k∈K

τipdijpkxijpk + zα
√
τipvip ∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P (4.1f)

xijpk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (4.1g)

yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I (4.1h)

sip ∈ Z≥0 ∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P (4.1i)

vip ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, ∀p ∈ P. (4.1j)

The objective (4.1a) in this model minimizes the total annual cost of the

network. The first term in the objective function is the facility cost, the second

term is the inventory holding cost accumulated over all the parts’ stocks across

all open facilities, and the third term is the demand allocation cost (capturing

the downtime, shipping and part replacement costs). The second and the third

terms in the objective function are different than the objective function of the

single part CBM Model. In this model we introduce part related terms, and

calculate the cost incurred for each part at each facility and each customer.

Constraints (4.1b) ensure that each customer-part pair is served and only one

replacement condition is selected for each part to serve each customer. Note

that a customer’s parts are allowed to utilize a potentially different replace-
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ment condition. Constraints (4.1c) make sure that replacement conditions are

selected only for parts at customers that are served by open facilities. Con-

straints (4.1d) guarantee that only the facilities with allocated customers are

opened. Quadratic Constraints (4.1e) calculate the total demand variance for

each part at each facility. Constraints (4.1f) ensures that opened facilities can

accommodate the demand requests from all allocated customers for each part

at a given service level α by calculating the stock levels sip. These constraints

use the fact that the lead time demand for a given (i, j, p, k) combination is

approximately normally distributed with mean τipdijpk and standard deviation
√
τipσijpk. Here the expression

∑
j∈J
∑

k∈K τidijpkxijpk finds the total mean lead

time demand for part p at facility i. Constraints (4.1e)-(4.1f) are also different

than the counterparts in the single part model. Here, we find the expected

mean lead time demand and variance for each part at each facility. Remaining

constraints (4.1g)-(4.1j) define binary and non-negativity restrictions on the

decision variables.

We use Gurobi 8 to solve this mixed-integer quadratic model. Gurobi’s

second order cone programming solver helps us find the optimal solutions in

our computational study.

4.6 CBR-based Model with Additive Manufacturing

We now formulate the problem to find optimal replacement conditions

of all parts at each customer based on its degradation and failure processes

while considering the availability of Additive Manufacturing (AM) at each

facility. As noted before, the main aspect of the AM-based model is the use

of the common raw material to print any of the parts requested by any of
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the customers assigned to a facility. Hence, stocking in the AM model means

having a certain amount of raw material to print the parts assigned to the

facility.

The AM Model shares the same input parameters as the CM Model in

Section 4.5. Calculation process for dijpk, σijpk and cijpk values are the same.

We define decision variables yi to identify the open facilities and xijpk

to identify the replacement condition for each customer and facility (if that

facility supplies the printed part). We also define stocking variables si and vi

to calculate the stock level for the required raw material, and the standard

deviation of the total demand for the required raw material at open facilities.

This model is an extension of the CM-CBR model from Section 4.5, and we

denote it as AM-CBR.

We now introduce the notation more formally for the AM-CBR model:

Indices and Sets

I Candidate Facilities, indexed by i

J Customers, indexed by j

P Parts, indexed by p

K Replacement conditions, indexed by k
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Data

fi Fixed facility operation cost for facility i (in $ per year)
hi Unit inventory holding cost for the AM raw material at facility i (in $

per year)
τi Raw material replenishment lead time for facility i (in years) (from an

outside source to facility i)
dijpk Mean demand of part p for customer j with replacement condition k

when it is served by facility i (in units per year)
σijpk Standard deviation of demand of part p for customer j with replace-

ment condition k when it is served by facility i (in units per year)
cijpk Cost of allocating part p of customer j with replacement condition k to

facility i (in $ per year) (assumed to include downtime, shipping and
replacement costs)

zα Standard normal distribution value such that P (Z ≤ zα) = α

Decision Variables

xijpk 1 if facility i prints and serves part p of customer j with replacement
condition k, 0 otherwise

yi 1 if facility i is open, 0 otherwise
si Raw material stock level for facility i
vi Standard deviation of total demand for facility i

We now formulate the AM problem as the following optimization problem:
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min
x,y,s,v

∑
i∈I

fiyi +
∑
i∈I

hisi +
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

cijpkxijpk (4.2a)

s.t.
∑
i∈I

∑
k∈K

xijpk = 1 ∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P (4.2b)

xijpk ≤ yi ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (4.2c)

yi ≤
∑
j∈J

∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

xijpk ∀i ∈ I (4.2d)∑
j∈J

∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

σ2
ijpkx

2
ijpk ≤ v2

i ∀i ∈ I (4.2e)

si ≥
∑
j∈J

∑
p∈P

∑
k∈K

τidijpkxijpk + zα
√
τivi ∀i ∈ I (4.2f)

xijpk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I, ∀j ∈ J, ∀p ∈ P, ∀k ∈ K (4.2g)

yi ∈ {0, 1} ∀i ∈ I (4.2h)

si ∈ Z≥0 ∀i ∈ I (4.2i)

vi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I. (4.2j)

The objective function (4.2a) in this model is very similar to the CM-CBR

model in Section 4.5 with the difference in the second term. In this model we

assume that all parts share a common raw material and facilities keep only

the raw material in their stocks. Constraints (4.2b)-(4.2d) are the same as

multiple part CM-CBR model. The quadratic Constraints (4.2e) calculate the

variance of the total demand for the raw material across all parts allocated to

facilities. Constraints (4.2f) ensure that opened facilities can accommodate the

demand at a given service level α by calculating the stock levels si for the raw

material. This time the expression
∑

j∈J
∑

p∈P
∑

k∈K τidijpkxijpk finds the total

mean lead time demand level at facility i coming from corresponding parts

(p’s). Remaining constraints (4.2g)-(4.2j) define binary and non-negativity
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restrictions on the decision variables.

As before, we use the second order cone programming solver within Gurobi

8 to solve this mixed-integer quadratic model in our computational study.

4.7 Computational Study

4.7.1 Data Generation

To compare our models, CM-CBR with multiple parts from Section 4.5

and AM-CBR from Section 4.6, under variety of conditions and topologies of

networks, we generate random customer and facility locations on a hypothet-

ical 250 by 250 grid. Each generated node on this grid represents either a

customer location with multiple parts or a candidate facility location. We use

the Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between nodes, and transform

them to time units (in days) with an assumed transportation speed (35 units

in the default case) from each facility to each customer.

For our default experimental cases, we choose our parameters based on

the computational tests from Chapter 3. At the default levels (which will be

varied later in controlled experiments), we choose our facility costs to be $500

for all facilities, inventory holding costs to be $17.5 for each part for all fa-

cilities, shipment and replacement costs to be $10 per request for each part,

downtime penalty costs to be $8.75 for each part (latter two to be used in

calculating cijpk’s), and lead times to be 60 days, and a 99% fill rate for all fa-

cilities. We use a relatively high holding cost compared to $1.75 used in initial

experiments in Chapter 3) to capture the impact of AM considerations in SPL

models. Nevertheless, we experiment on different holding cost values for each

of the models we compare. For the part degradation processes, we assume

conditions from 0 to 5 with 0 being part is new and 5 failure state, and we
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choose λp values to be between 1/120 and 1/30, and µp,k values to be between

1/1200 and 1/300. We sort the generated µp,k values for each part at each

customer in an ascending order to represent higher reliability in lower (health-

ier) conditions. In the following experiments, we either assume all customers’

parts have the same degradation parameters or assume all have potentially

different parameters (depicted with the randomly generated values), mean-

ing the customers use the same part but their usage vary considerably (light

versus heavy) within different machines or they use the parts under varying

conditions, such as weather, hazards, etc.

We test CM-CBR and CM-FBR models with AM-CBR and AM-FBR

models by solving 25 instances for each of them with different testing param-

eters and report their result in Section 4.7.2. We show the cases where using

AM can be beneficial to the system, and conduct extensive parameter testing

on the AM Model in Section 4.8.

4.7.2 CM and AM Model Comparisons

We create 25 different problem instances with 50 customers and 10 parts

for each customer with parts having different degradation parameters, and

10 candidate facility locations with parameters described in Section 4.7.1. We

solve FBR and CBR models with CM and AM considerations. We denote each

of these models as: CM-FBR, CM-CBR, AM-FBR and AM-CBR and report

their results in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5.

In Figure 4.4, the horizontal axis categories represent the different cost

components within the objective function. We show the average of the optimal

cost components (downtime penalty costs, replacement costs, facility costs and

inventory costs) as well as their total. The first two bars on the left for each
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Figure 4.4: Average Cost Values

cost component represent CM model averages, and the remaining bars the

AM model averages. Similarly, the first and third bars show the FBR model

results and second and fourth bars the CBR model results. From Figure 4.4,

we observe that in both FBR and CBR, AM models have smaller total costs

than CM models. On average, the FBR instances’ optimal total costs improve

by about 4.47% with AM, and CBR instances’ optimal total costs improve by

about 6.87% with AM. This observation means that combining AM and CBR

for a traditional SPL problem could possibly yield greater savings in overall

costs due to the optimal condition-based replacements as well as the optimum

stocking for additive manufacturing.

Recalling the comparison between FBR and CBR in Chapter 3, we here

observe similar savings between the two models when AM is incorporated as

well. We see that AM-CBR objective values are about 39.9% lower on average

compared to those of the AM-FBR model. This overall improvement due
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to CBR (over FBR) is in line with our single part CBR-FBR analysis. We

investigate different parameters and their effects on the benefit of CBR within

the context of the AM model in Section 4.8.

Figure 4.5: Average Cost Differences Compared to CM-FBR

Figure 4.5 uses the same cost components but highlights the difference in

average costs for each model’s solution compared to the CM-FBR model. We

use the CM-FBR model as a benchmark since conventionally manufactured

parts used as spares in response to failures is the state-of-the-art at majority

of current SPL providers. From Figure 4.5, we observe that a large portion of

the savings compared to the CM-FBR model comes from downtime penalty

costs. Even though there is a slight increase in replacements costs for CBR

models compared to the CM-FBR (mainly due to increased demands), using

CBR gives the system a great opportunity to save on downtime penalty costs

drastically. Additionally, we observe that AM models in both CBR and FBR

cases have better stock costs compared to CM-FBR model. This behavior is
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expected due to single raw material usage in AM methods.

We also experiment on part degradation parameters and holding cost val-

ues to see whether considering AM for a CBR model is beneficial or not.

According to [34, 3] using current AM methods may potentially reduce the

reliability of the parts, mainly due to the maturity level of AM processes. On

the other hand, one could argue that inventory holding cost of the raw mate-

rial does not have to be the same as the holding costs of the conventionally

manufactured finished parts due to the technical requirements of implementing

AM. We present average optimal cost differences as a heatmap in Figure 4.6

to show the trade-off conditions and performance improvements between the

CM-CBR and AM-CBR models while experimenting part degradation param-

eters and holding cost values. Here, we solve the same instances with varying

unit holding cost values for the AM raw material (at 5 different levels, from

$3.5 to $17.5, where the latter is the unit holding cost of the finished parts in

CM models). We also solve the same instances with reduction in the reliability

of the AM parts (as compared to the reliability of CM parts with the degra-

dation parameters originally generated for the instance) ranging from 80% to

100% of the CM-based part reliability.

In Figure 4.6, the horizontal categories are different AM unit holding costs,

and the vertical categories show the relative reliability of the AM parts com-

pared to the CM parts. To achieve the relative reduction in reliability of the

AM parts, we modify the part degradation parameters between 1.0 and 0.8

with 0.05 increments for each set of experiments. (At its maximum, the AM

parts are as reliable as the CM counterparts, and they are 20% worse than the

CM part at its minimum. The unit holding cost of the AM material can be as

low as $3.5 (20% of the CM parts’ holding cost) at its minimum and can be
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Figure 4.6: Average Percent Improvements Obtained by Using AM over CM
- all CBR models

as high as $17.5 (meaning holding the AM material is equivalent to stocking

the finished parts). By using these values we believe that we capture all the

potential effects of considering AM (positive or negative) with changes in part

reliability and holding costs. We observe that the objective function values

improve for the AM model greatly with decreases in AM holding costs, and

with increases in reliability of AM parts. For example, the AM parts can have

5% worse reliability as compared to CM parts, and still achieve cost savings

by incorporating AM, regardless of the AM holding costs, making AM model

favorable.

From Figure 4.6, we see that the AM model outperforms the CM model

significantly when AM parts have no reduction in quality and help us save on

holding costs. The largest observed improvement is 16.35% on average, and

as expected this is achieved when the relative holding cost is at its minimum
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$3.5 and the AM reliability is as good as the CM’s. The AM model loses its

edge certainly when the reliability of AM parts are 20% worse than that of

CM parts. Even the relative AM holding cost savings are not sufficient to

generate net cost savings from the AM model. The largest average loss (as

compared to the CM model’s costs) at −15.31% is experienced when AM does

not bring in any holding cost advantage but comes with significant reduction

in reliability 20%. This is expected; the analysis here quantifies the intuitive

results, showing in a way potential targets for holding costs and reliability

levels, if the AM methods are to bring significant savings to an SPL system.

We also capture several non-trivial results in Figure 4.6. When we look at

the improvement percentages for the reliability of 85% and the holding cost

of $7, we see that both CM and AM models give approximately the same

objective function values. One could draw an “indifference” border between

the two models around the minor diagonal of the heat map matrix. Another

observation is that on average the AM model is about 1.65% better than CM

considering all possible combinations of holding cost and reliability coefficients.

This result is in a way in line with some AM literature [42, 34, 49] stating that

there may not be a clear winner between AM and CM, meaning there is no

guarantee that AM will outperform CM under any conditions. As this analysis

does in an aggregate fashion, our goal is to show cases, conditions, and system

parameters, in which AM is preferable compared to CM.

We conduct another experiment to show the AM-CM comparison in de-

tail and present the results from the selected instances in Table 4.1. In this

experiment we start by solving a given network by using the CM model, then

we solve the same network by using the AM model by changing the expected

lifetime or the holding cost parameter values for parts used in the AM model.
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Table 4.1: CM vs. AM Comparisons Results

Instance Shiptime Model Lifetime hAM/hCM Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Diff%
1,1

14.52

CM 276.33 1.00 [0,1,58,208,233,0] 5 288 0.88 31833.93 -
1,2 AM 276.33 1.00 [0,8,58,215,219,0] 5 201 0.86 28958.43 9.03
1,3 AM 276.33 0.50 [0,13,72,237,178,0] 5 207 0.83 27388.60 13.96
1,4 AM 248.70 1.00 [0,8,54,237,201,0] 5 221 0.95 31836.88 -0.01
1,5 AM 248.70 0.50 [0,13,67,233,187,0] 6 229 0.90 30132.19 5.35

2,1

15.97

CM 256.54 1.00 [0,0,6,220,272,2] 5 289 0.84 30558.58 -
2,2 AM 256.54 1.00 [0,0,4,150,346,0] 6 193 0.82 30257.63 0.98
2,3 AM 256.54 0.50 [0,0,4,192,304,0] 7 202 0.77 28012.26 8.33
2,4 AM 230.89 1.00 [0,0,1,163,336,0] 7 217 0.87 33666.88 -10.17
2,5 AM 230.89 0.50 [0,0,4,199,297,0] 7 221 0.86 30678.68 -0.39

3,1

15.02

CM 235.81 1.00 [0,0,6,265,229,0] 7 344 0.82 32976.80 -
3,2 AM 235.81 1.00 [0,0,13,315,172,0] 7 234 0.79 30181.76 8.48
3,3 AM 235.81 0.50 [0,0,26,312,162,0] 7 236 0.78 28711.79 12.93
3,4 AM 212.23 1.00 [0,0,13,320,167,0] 7 256 0.88 33083.38 -0.32
3,5 AM 212.23 0.50 [0,0,27,321,152,0] 7 259 0.87 31473.82 4.56

4,1

14.52

CM 212.08 1.00 [0,3,9,184,304,0] 7 381 0.88 35719.24 -
4,2 AM 212.08 1.00 [0,6,12,204,278,0] 7 264 0.85 31729.85 11.17
4,3 AM 212.08 0.50 [0,6,14,212,268,0] 7 264 0.85 30785.43 13.81
4,4 AM 190.87 1.00 [0,6,18,208,268,0] 7 291 0.94 34846.60 2.44
4,5 AM 190.87 0.50 [0,6,18,222,254,0] 7 292 0.94 33812.75 5.34

5,1

12.89

CM 195.11 1.00 [0,0,11,224,265,0] 6 383 0.82 35220.10 -
5,2 AM 195.11 1.00 [0,0,12,190,298,0] 6 265 0.83 34688.30 1.51
5,3 AM 195.11 0.50 [0,0,24,231,245,0] 6 272 0.80 31996.52 9.15
5,4 AM 175.60 1.00 [0,0,13,205,282,0] 6 292 0.92 38167.86 -8.37
5,5 AM 175.60 0.50 [0,0,27,228,245,0] 6 300 0.89 35222.22 -0.01

Initially (first setup) we use the same input parameters coming from the CM

model in the AM model. In the second setup we change the holding cost val-

ues for the AM model to be half of the holding cost values of the CM model.

Third setup assumes the expected lifetime of the parts produced in the AM

model to be 90% of the expected lifetime of the parts in the CM model. Fi-

nally, the last setup assumes the holding cost of the AM model to be half of

the holding cost of the CM model and the expected lifetime of the parts in

the AM model to be 90% of the expected lifetime of the parts from the CM

model. In Table 4.1, the Instance column shows the instance number, and the

model setup index starting with the CM model as 1 and increasing the setup

number accordingly, the Shiptime is the average shipment time between all the

customers and facilities, the Model is the type of the model being solved, the

Lifetime shows the expected lifetime calculated from the problem parameters,

and the hAM/hCM represents the ratio of the holding cost values between the
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AM and CM models. For the results: the Condition column shows the opti-

mal condition profile for each setup for each instance, the Fac. column shows

the number of open facilities, the Stock column shows the total stock level

across all facilities, the Down% column shows the average downtime percent-

age in the optimal solution, the Obj. column is the objective function value,

and the Diff% shows the percent improvement in the objective function value

compared to the CM model.

From Table 4.1 we observe that in every instance where we switch between

CM to AM by using the same input parameters, there is an improvement in

the objective function value. We also observe that the expected lifetime has a

higher sensitivity on the objective change compared to the holding cost. When

we decrease the expected lifetime of the parts in the AM model by 10% we see

the objective function changes approximately 10% between 2nd and 4th or 3rd

and 5th setups for each instance. For the changes in holding cost we do not

observe the same sensitivity in objective function values. Even when we half

the holding cost values between setups, the objective function change ranges

between 2% and 8%, compare 2nd and 3rd or 4th and 5th setups.

We present our extensive parameter tests for the AM model in Section 4.8.

4.8 AM Model Experiments

In this section, we conduct extensive tests focusing our attention to the AM

model. In the AM model, facilities keep the so-called common raw material in

stock. Therefore, we choose to test the same parameters we use for the single

part CBR model from Chapter 3 in AM tests. The main change in the new

tests is the explicit consideration of multiple parts. Even though the facilities

keep only one type of material in stock, the customers have multiple parts in
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the AM model. To capture the effects of multiple parts in the AM model, we

choose our problem size to be 25 possible facility locations, 125 customers, and

5 parts. We present our test results in the same order as the single part CBR

model tests, and observe that the AM-CBR model results show similarities to

those of the single part CM-CBR model.

We calculate the overall average of the expected lifetime (assuming FBR

for all parts at all customers, averaged over all parts and customers) for each

problem instance by using the solution values for the assigned customer-part

pairs to facilities. We use the results of all 50 instances generated when com-

paring average behavior and the overall differences in model performances,

mostly in charts. In case of detailed comparisons (say in the number of open

facilities, replacement conditions, etc.) we use tables with a select group of

instances, mostly side by side in tables. In order to report representative re-

sults from 50 instances for a given combination of parameters, we sort them

in a descending order of the average expected overall lifetime across all parts

and choose 5 instances (out of 50) to report (1st, 12th, 25th, 37th, and 50th)

corresponding to 0th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 100th percentiles. The 0th percentile

results describe the most reliable parts overall in that set of experiments, and

the 100th percentile the least reliable. We believe that reporting 5 out of

50 instances gives an accurate picture of our extensive analysis with detailed

comparisons.

4.8.1 Comparison with Failure-based Replacement

We create 50 different problem instances with 125 customers with 5 parts

with same degradation parameters and 25 candidate facility locations, all gen-

erated with default parameter values as discussed in Section 4.7.1. We also
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create 50 problem instances with parts having different degradation parame-

ters. We solve them by using AM-CBR model, and also solve them by forcing

the replacement condition to be 5 for each customer and part pair. This way

we can compare the results with the AM-FBR model. We expect the average

cost difference between the solutions of the AM-CBR and AM-FBR models to

be at least as large as the single part model differences since the existence of

multiple parts would only magnify the benefits of CBR over FBR. To obtain

a full picture of the comparison between AM-FBR and AM-CBR models, we

solve all instances (parts with same degradation and with different degrada-

tion parameters) in two cases, one with the facility costs set to $0, and the

other with the facility costs set to $500.

(a) $500 Facility Costs (b) $0 Facility Costs

Figure 4.7: Objective Function Comparisons

Figure 4.7 shows the difference between the optimal values of the objective

functions in the AM-CBR model and the AM-FBR model for all 50 instances,

with facility costs $0 and $500 for each instance, tested with customers and

their parts having different degradation parameters. Figure 4.7a shows the
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Figure 4.8: Percent Improvements by Using CBR

Figure 4.9: Replacement Condition Frequencies

objective function values for $500 facility costs and Figure 4.7b shows the

objective function values for $0 facility costs. To show the percentage im-
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provements due to CBR in the AM context, we present Figure 4.8. Blue

dots in the figure represent instances with $500 facility costs, and red dots

represent instances with $0 facility costs. We sort solved instances based on

average expected lifetime of parts from highest to lowest. We observe that the

objective function improvement for CBR is at least 39.95%, at most 50.9%,

and the average percent improvement over 100 instances is 44.58%. Recalling

the average improvement of 41.31% in the single part experiments Chapter 3,

we conclude that CBR produces bigger relative improvements over FBR when

multiple parts are considered.

Figure 4.9 shows the frequency of conditions to be used as replacement

conditions in the optimal solutions across all instances for parts with different

degradation parameters. Bars on the right represent $0 facility costs and

bars on the left represent $500 facility costs. Extremely small portion of parts

across 125x5 customer-part pairs use condition 1 (24.4 parts) or even condition

2 (78.6 parts) with $500 facility costs. About 44% of parts (280.06 of 625)

use condition 3 as their optimal condition, and about 38.7% (all remaining

parts) condition 4. For the instances with facility cost of $0, we see a similar

behavior for conditions 1 and 2 (with 16.26 parts and 56.42 parts respectively).

However, for conditions 3 and 4, we observe a flipped behavior compared to

$500 facility costs (we analyze this behavior change further in Section 4.8.5).

This time about 31.6% of parts (197.54 of 625) use condition 3 as their optimal

condition and remaining 356.78 condition 4. Similar to the single part CBR

model, the AM-CBR model with multiple parts does not recommend using

the failure condition (5) as an optimal condition for any part at any customer

location.

We also solve 50 more instances with 125 customers having 5 parts with
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the same degradation parameters, and 25 candidate facility locations. These

instances have parts with same degradation processes but at different locations,

therefore the network decisions become more important. We solve these models

with varied facility costs (0 and 500) as well.

(a) $500 Facility Costs (b) $0 Facility Costs

Figure 4.10: Objective Function Comparisons

Figure 4.10 shows the difference between the optimal values of the total

costs in the CBR model and the FBR model for all 50 instances, with facility

costs at $0 (a) and $500 (b), tested with parts having the same degradation

parameters. To show a percentage based improvement, we present Figure

4.11. We sort the instances according to the expected lifetime (in days) of the

part from highest at being instance 1 and lowest at being instance 50 (unlike

the different part analysis earlier, we find the expected lifetime of a single

part instead of averaging expected lifetimes of different parts). Blue dots in

Figure 4.11 represent instances with $500 facility costs, and red dots repre-

sent instances with $0 facility costs. We observe that the objective function

improvement for CBR is at least 19.61%, at most 57.46% and average per-
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Figure 4.11: Percent Improvements by Using CBR

Figure 4.12: Replacement Condition Frequencies

centage improvement in the objective function over 100 instances is 41.46%.

Similar to the single part, same customer CBR tests, we observe that as the
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expected lifetime of the part decreases (from left to right on the chart), the

CBR percentage improvement compared to FBR model tends to go up. This

observation supports our intuition that parts with shorter expected lifetimes

could benefit more from CBR.

Frequencies of conditions to be used as optimal replacement conditions for

all instances are shown in Figure 4.12. Average frequencies are very similar to

the ones in Figure 4.9. For $500 facility cost instances: 36.86 parts use condi-

tion 1, 80.14 parts condition 2, 267.3 parts condition 3, and 240.7 condition 4

on average. For $0 facility cost instances: 14.54 parts use condition 1, 66.34

parts condition 2, 198.58 parts condition 3 and 345.54 parts condition 4 on

average. Again, the AM-CBR model results in 0 parts using FBR. Therefore,

we observe that the condition profiles between AM-CBR and AM-FBR are

100% different. We also observe the effect of the network topology on optimal

replacement conditions, as seen in the single part experiments, that even when

all the parts have same the degradation parameters, we do not see one optimal

replacement condition for all parts.

Table 4.2: AM-CBR vs. AM-FBR Comparison with Facility Cost $0 and $500
(Same Part Parameters)

FBR CBR
Instance Lifetime Shiptime fi Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Diff%
1,1

646.71 15.06
0 24 49 0.55 14663.90 [0, 0, 260, 295, 70, 0] 24 67 0.14 8182.75 44.20

1,2 500 9 37 0.70 21987.09 [0, 0, 520, 85, 20, 0] 3 41 0.21 11684.34 46.86

2,1
460.11 14.88

0 23 60 0.90 23001.42 [0, 35, 275, 285, 30, 0] 23 89 0.41 15900.09 30.87
2,2 500 11 49 1.00 30385.61 [0, 70, 385, 170, 0, 0] 7 68 0.47 21579.50 28.98

3,1
318.33 14.77

0 24 75 1.15 30219.29 [0, 15, 145, 125, 340, 0] 24 103 0.39 18166.89 39.88
3,2 500 12 61 1.27 38536.27 [0, 45, 260, 120, 200, 0] 7 84 0.41 23833.85 38.15

4,1
244.05 14.84

0 23 87 1.40 37381.02 [0, 0, 0, 135, 490, 0] 23 102 0.42 20135.66 46.13
4,2 500 16 78 1.44 46190.22 [0, 0, 0, 300, 325, 0] 8 82 0.51 26582.115 42.45

5,1
135.49 15.16

0 23 127 2.50 66513.67 [0, 0, 0, 135, 490, 0] 23 152 0.61 33344.15 49.87
5,2 500 18 121 2.55 76614.22 [0, 0, 0, 240, 385, 0] 10 137 0.69 40649.76 46.94

Tables 4.2 and 4.3 show the results of the 5 selected instances (from 50

total) for the same degradation parameters for all the parts and the varied
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Table 4.3: AM-CBR vs. AM-FBR Comparison with Facility Cost $0 and $500
(Different Part Parameters)

FBR CBR
Instance Lifetime Shiptime fi Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Diff%
1,1

342.96 15.56
0 23 88 1.45 38449.46 [0, 19, 56, 216, 334, 0] 23 109 0.42 20961.64 45.48

1,2 500 13 74 1.58 47485.71 [0, 21, 84, 291, 229, 0] 9 90 0.49 27351.74 42.40

2,1
330.38 15.00

0 22 87 1.37 36834.71 [0, 15, 52, 160, 398, 0] 22 107 0.42 20478.11 44.40
2,2 500 15 80 1.46 46021.84 [0, 20, 89, 279, 237, 0] 8 88 0.52 27397.70 40.46

3,1
324.89 15.68

0 20 86 1.60 41726.10 [0, 16, 60, 220, 329, 0] 20 104 0.45 21798.85 47.75
3,2 500 13 76 1.71 50287.26 [0, 21, 79, 310, 215, 0] 8 90 0.53 27999.91 44.32

4,1
316.36 15.67

0 20 84 1.55 40513.81 [0, 10, 55, 214, 346, 0] 20 103 0.45 21494.27 46.94
4,2 500 12 73 1.63 48140.96 [0, 12, 68, 267, 278, 0] 9 88 0.50 27350.66 43.18

5,1
299.64 15.41

0 22 91 1.52 40513.66 [0, 18, 39, 196, 372, 0] 22 113 0.44 22000.80 45.69
5,2 500 16 81 1.56 49168.59 [0, 25, 61, 281, 258, 0] 9 94 0.53 29073.62 40.86

degradation parameters across parts, respectively. The first four columns show

the selected input parameters for the problems solved, the next 4 columns list

the performance of the AM-FBR policy (under FBR heading) and the next 5

columns do the same for the AM-CBR model. The last column in the table

shows the percentage difference between the objectives of AM-FBR versus

AM-CBR, in a way summarizing savings in total costs due to CBR.

The Instance column shows the problem number for two settings of the

fixed facility costs ($0 and $500). The Lifetime is the expected lifetime of the

part (for different parts it is the average expected lifetime of all the parts). The

Shiptime is the average shipping time within the network calculated across all

facility and customer pairs. The fi is the fixed facility cost used in the instance.

Under FBR and CBR, the Fac. column shows the number of open facilities,

the Stock column shows the total stock level across all facilities, the Down%

shows the average downtime percentage in the optimal solution, and the Obj.

is the optimal objective function value. Under CBR, the Condition column

shows the distribution of the optimal replacement condition decisions for the

instance over 625 customer-part pairs.

From Tables 4.2 and 4.3, we observe the following:
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• FBR models have longer downtimes, which result in larger downtime

penalty costs, for every instance.

• Stock levels for CBR tend to be higher for some instances, especially

when fixed facility costs are 0. This is mainly due to the fact that with

CBR, the lower replacement conditions create more demand, pushing

facilities to have more stock to satisfy the target fill rate requirement.

• Whenever the facility costs are $500, the CBR opens fewer facilities.

This expected behavior’s reason is the network structure. Higher de-

mands coming from CBR and the need to minimize the downtime to

prevent having a large downtime penalty costs push higher stock levels

in CBR. Unlike the FBR model, the CBR model allows the customers to

choose a replacement condition and the tradeoff between the increased

demand and the reduced downtime with smaller conditions helps CBR

to accommodate fewer facilities.

• Changing the facility cost does not change the costs savings due to

CBR drastically. We observe that having 0 facility cost vs. having $500

changes the objective function difference between 1% and 4%.

• As expected, as the lifetime (or equivalently, the reliability) of the part

decreases, the cost difference between FBR and CBR increases in general.

4.8.2 Varying Shipment Speeds

As mentioned in Section 4.7.1, we specify a speed value to calculate the

shipment time between facilities and customers. The default shipment speed

is 35. Like single part tests, we can relate different speed coefficients with
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different shipment methods, e.g., a lower speed can represent regular ground

shipping, and a higher speed can represent express cargo or even air shipping.

Eventually, a very large speed coefficient would mean that a facility can supply

customers quicker, potentially decreasing the pressure to open more facilities

and stock more raw materials for the AM process.

We test instances with 125 customers with 5 parts, and 25 candidate

facilities with same parameters as before. We create 50 different networks,

and test them with 5 different speed coefficients, each when selected applies

to all shipment time calculations. We vary speed coefficients from its default

35 to 70, 140, 280 and 560. We give an index from 1 to 5 to represent the

increasing speed coefficients.

In Table 4.4, the Instance column shows the instance number, and the

speed coefficient index, the Lifetime shows the expected lifetime calculated

from the problem parameters, and the Shiptime is the average shipment time

between all the customers and facilities given the speed. The results columns

(Fac., Stock, Down%, Condition and Obj.) are similar to the ones before. The

parameter of special interest in this table is the Shiptime.

Table 4.4 shows the changes in the number of open facilities and optimal

condition distribution with varying speeds. The results from Table 4.4 are

similar to the ones in single part CBR speed experiments. We make the

following observations from Table 4.4:

• The number of open facilities decreases or stays the same as the average

shipping time reduces due to the increased shipping speed. Main reason

for this behavior is that faster speeds mean customers can reach more fa-

cilities within same period of time. For example, when speed coefficient
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Table 4.4: AM-CBR Speed Coefficient Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

573.65

15.77 [0, 40, 209, 1, 375, 0] 10 54 0.52 20661.17
1,2 8.13 [0, 0, 0, 30, 595, 0] 7 42 0.38 15378.98
1,3 4.32 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 5 37 0.27 12106.19
1,4 2.41 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 3 32 0.20 9723.00
1,5 1.46 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 1 26 0.17 8199.79

2,1

455.00

15.50 [0, 0, 5, 600, 20, 0] 8 56 0.52 20921.59
2,2 8.01 [0, 0, 0, 540, 85, 0] 5 47 0.35 15940.61
2,3 4.26 [0, 0, 0, 420, 205, 0] 4 44 0.23 12881.25
2,4 2.39 [0, 0, 0, 185, 440, 0] 3 39 0.18 10941.40
2,5 1.46 [0, 0, 0, 15, 610, 0] 2 35 0.15 9666.64

3,1

366.94

15.36 [0, 0, 90, 325, 210, 0] 6 62 0.31 18285.32
3,2 7.93 [0, 0, 0, 275, 350, 0] 4 51 0.24 14875.59
3,3 4.22 [0, 0, 0, 55, 570, 0] 3 44 0.17 12437.02
3,4 2.37 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 2 41 0.13 10826.62
3,5 1.44 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 1 38 0.10 9845.08

4,1

218.07

15.73 [0, 5, 30, 330, 260, 0] 9 95 0.61 30958.35
4,2 8.11 [0, 0, 0, 90, 535, 0] 7 80 0.43 24782.76
4,3 4.30 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 5 76 0.31 21095.01
4,4 2.40 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 3 68 0.23 18507.04
4,5 1.46 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 2 65 0.18 16990.06

5,1

172.25

16.28 [0, 0, 0, 265, 360, 0] 10 113 0.82 38572.36
5,2 8.39 [0, 0, 0, 5, 620, 0] 9 102 0.53 30705.52
5,3 4.44 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 5 92 0.39 25950.95
5,4 2.48 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 4 89 0.26 22924.84
5,5 1.49 [0, 0, 0, 0, 625, 0] 2 82 0.22 21124.35

is 35, customers would prefer only facilities that are closer to their loca-

tions and this results in multiple facilities being opened. Whenever we

make the speed coefficient 560, customers’ ability to reach multiple fa-

cilities increases, and a couple of central facilities could potentially serve

all customers with the same shipping times. The ability to reach every

customer within the same number of days suggests the model to reduce

the number of open facilities.

• The total stock level decreases as the shipping speed increases. The

higher speed coefficients reduces the shipping times within the network.

This behavior increases the mean lead time demands and lead time de-
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mand variances for parts. However, faster shipping times also reduces

the number of facilities. Reduced number of facilities creates a greater

pooling effect for the demand mean and variance, which results in a

decrease in the total stock level.

• With the faster shipping speeds, the average downtime decreases for all

instances. This way, parts have shorter times waiting to get replaced,

causing their expected downtimes to decrease.

• With the faster shipping modes, the optimal replacement conditions ei-

ther stay the same or go higher (closer to failure state), but never the

failure state, even at the highest speed level. Higher speeds decrease

shipping times and in turn the expected downtimes for each possible

condition, allowing the customers to accommodate higher replacement

conditions.

4.8.3 Varying Replacement Costs

We now test the effects of the replacement cost, the cost paid every time

a part is replaced with a new part that is produced via AM methods with the

raw material. One can view this cost similar to the order setup cost seen in

traditional supplier-buyer inventory models. We use our default network pa-

rameters for testing the effects of the replacement cost. We create 50 instances

with 125 customers with 5 parts, and 25 candidate locations.

We also use the default parameter values as before: $500 for facility costs,

$8.75 for downtime penalty costs, and $1.75 for inventory holding costs. We

vary the unit replacement cost in a controlled manner: $0, $1, $10, and $100.
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Table 4.5: Replacement Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

560.57

14.53 0 [405, 220, 0, 0, 0, 0] 2 610 0.15 5063.93
1,2 14.53 1 [0, 625, 0, 0, 0, 0] 4 84 0.18 6878.50
1,3 14.53 10 [0, 420, 130, 65, 10, 0] 4 70 0.25 16659.93
1,4 14.53 100 [0, 0, 0, 0, 370, 255] 10 44 0.58 59044.92

2,1

384.18

16.40 0 [485, 140, 0, 0, 0, 0] 4 1070 0.25 8921.99
2,2 16.40 1 [0, 625, 0, 0, 0, 0] 7 137 0.37 12882.16
2,3 16.40 10 [0, 65, 130, 105, 325, 0] 9 74 0.59 25244.91
2,4 16.40 100 [0, 0, 0, 0, 380, 245] 10 56 0.80 83825.90

3,1

197.64

15.67 0 [341, 284, 0, 0, 0, 0] 4 788 0.24 8129.63
3,2 15.67 1 [0, 130, 350, 145, 0, 0] 5 157 0.37 12898.12
3,3 15.67 10 [0, 0, 0, 265, 360, 0] 8 96 0.45 28256.66
3,4 15.67 100 [0, 0, 0, 0, 520, 105] 9 90 0.66 149876.81

4,1

166.68

15.22 0 [550, 75, 0, 0, 0, 0] 7 1829 0.61 18867.35
4,2 15.22 1 [0, 5, 495, 95, 30, 0] 12 173 0.95 27774.77
4,3 15.22 10 [0, 0, 0, 115, 510, 0] 12 117 1.07 43990.99
4,4 15.22 100 [0, 0, 0, 0, 300, 325] 14 110 1.49 181577.71

5,1

139.45

15.50 0 [450, 175, 0, 0, 0, 0] 4 1074 0.32 10173.83
5,2 15.50 1 [0, 325, 205, 55, 40, 0] 7 263 0.47 18040.31
5,3 15.50 10 [0, 0, 0, 240, 385, 0] 10 133 0.71 40462.26
5,4 15.50 100 [0, 0, 0, 0, 350, 275] 13 119 1.35 210332.37

Table 4.5 shows the results of these experiments. An increase in the unit

replacement cost pushes the system to create fewer demands (requests for

parts), and consequently the network behavior for the number of facilities,

stock levels, and replacement conditions change. Main observations from Table

4.5 are:

• With increasing replacement costs, replacement conditions either stay

the same or increase. We see that for some parts replacement conditions

start at 0 at lower replacement costs and go all the way up to 5 in all of

the instances when the replacement cost is highest.

• With increasing replacement costs, the average downtime percentage

steadily increases since replacements become more expensive to lower

the downtime costs.

• Stock levels either stay the same or decrease, which can be explained by
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the decrease in demand due to the pressure to use the higher replacement

conditions.

• The optimal solutions open more facilities with the increase in replace-

ment costs. This may be due the need to satisfy customers’ needs as

quickly as possible when replacements are expensive.

4.8.4 Varying Downtime Penalty Costs

We also test changing the downtime penalty cost to see its effects on

our network, stocking, and replacement condition decisions. A part incurs

downtime penalty cost when it is in failure state and waiting for replacement.

We use our default network, cost, and part degradation parameters. We vary

the downtime penalty cost in a systematic way: $1, $10, $100, $1,000 and

$10,000.

Table 4.6 shows the results for changing downtime penalty costs, which

are shown in the Cost column. All other columns are as in Table 4.5. An

increase in the downtime penalty cost causes the AM-CBR model to behave

differently, causing changes in replacement conditions, number of facilities,

stock levels, and downtime percentages, mostly in the expected direction. The

main takeaways from Table 4.6 are as follows:

• Replacement conditions either stay the same or decrease with an increase

in downtime penalty costs as expected.

• With higher downtime penalty costs, the model consistently open more

facilities. In fact, at its lowest level of the downtime penalty cost, only

2 or 3 of 25 facilities are open in the optimal solutions for all instances,
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Table 4.6: Downtime Penalty Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

700.48 15.43

1 [0, 0, 0, 0, 535, 90] 2 24 0.95 6633.45
1,2 10 [0, 15, 120, 414, 76, 0] 9 45 0.41 18141.79
1,3 100 [0, 625, 0, 0, 0, 0] 18 107 0.24 72342.90
1,4 1000 [45, 580, 0, 0, 0, 0] 22 220 0.22 542134.84
1,5 10000 [535, 90, 0, 0, 0, 0] 22 2526 0.12 3428531.59

2,1

508.68 15.65

1 [0, 0, 5, 35, 560, 25] 2 30 0.98 8255.96
2,2 10 [0, 0, 580, 40, 5, 0] 5 56 0.26 16332.41
2,3 100 [0, 603, 22, 0, 0, 0] 15 144 0.10 46294.04
2,4 1000 [0, 625, 0, 0, 0, 0] 20 160 0.10 247442.71
2,5 10000 [465, 160, 0, 0, 0, 0] 23 4438 0.06 1716114.54

3,1

278.57 15.32

1 [0, 0, 0, 5, 585, 35] 3 53 0.98 13069.64
3,2 10 [0, 0, 270, 290, 65, 0] 7 90 0.27 23484.92
3,3 100 [0, 10, 615, 0, 0, 0] 13 129 0.14 55173.56
3,4 1000 [0, 585, 40, 0, 0, 0] 19 249 0.10 278121.69
3,5 10000 [475, 150, 0, 0, 0, 0] 24 6970 0.06 1779122.64

4,1

199.94 14.81

1 [0, 0, 0, 0, 605, 20] 3 71 1.29 17520.65
4,2 10 [0, 0, 0, 365, 260, 0] 10 104 0.54 32766.37
4,3 100 [0, 465, 120, 40, 0, 0] 18 287 0.21 96262.30
4,4 1000 [75, 550, 0, 0, 0, 0] 25 500 0.16 463452.93
4,5 10000 [585, 40, 0, 0, 0, 0] 25 2799 0.09 2828168.07

5,1

136.88 15.15

1 [0, 0, 0, 10, 590, 25] 3 98 1.57 24264.95
5,2 10 [0, 0, 0, 199, 426, 0] 11 134 0.60 40826.12
5,3 100 [0, 440, 165, 20, 0, 0] 17 356 0.20 108021.34
5,4 1000 [50, 575, 0, 0, 0, 0] 22 554 0.13 405929.41
5,5 10000 [420, 205, 0, 0, 0, 0] 22 1882 0.08 2374098.24

and at its highest level we observe that all of the 25 facilities are opened

in some instances.

• Combined with the previous observation on the number of facilities, the

total stock level steadily increases, achieving the highest levels in all the

experiments, up to 6,970 units in total for some instances.

• The downtime percentage decreases, as expected, due to the increased

pressure on keeping the downtime penalty costs under control with higher

unit downtime penalty costs.
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4.8.5 Varying Facility Costs

We test the effect of fixed facility costs on our decisions. We use the default

network, cost, and part degradation parameters as before. We run instances

by varying the facility cost to one of 5 values: $10, $100, $1,000, $10,000 and

$100,000.

Table 4.7: Facility Cost Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Cost Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1

647.25 15.41

10 [0, 5, 426, 143, 51, 0] 23 68 0.32 11697.94
1,2 100 [0, 10, 440, 125, 50, 0] 15 62 0.33 13251.92
1,3 1000 [0, 105, 425, 80, 15, 0] 5 48 0.45 19877.32
1,4 10000 [0, 465, 150, 10, 0, 0] 1 47 0.77 33410.90
1,5 100000 [0, 465, 150, 10, 0, 0] 1 47 0.77 123410.90

2,1

445.72 14.40

10 [0, 0, 235, 132, 258, 0] 23 80 0.27 13290.64
2,2 100 [0, 0, 275, 125, 225, 0] 16 74 0.28 14981.78
2,3 1000 [0, 0, 490, 60, 75, 0] 4 58 0.43 21518.49
2,4 10000 [0, 150, 465, 10, 0, 0] 1 58 0.67 34324.11
2,5 100000 [0, 150, 465, 10, 0, 0] 1 58 0.67 124324.11

3,1

385.63 14.81

10 [0, 0, 245, 273, 107, 0] 21 93 0.33 15731.17
3,2 100 [0, 0, 275, 284, 66, 0] 16 85 0.33 17363.87
3,3 1000 [0, 0, 490, 120, 15, 0] 5 69 0.47 24417.67
3,4 10000 [0, 160, 425, 35, 5, 0] 1 64 0.89 39936.66
3,5 100000 [0, 160, 425, 35, 5, 0] 1 64 0.89 129936.66

4,1

161.31 15.67

10 [0, 0, 0, 170, 455, 0] 21 132 0.34 25342.24
4,2 100 [0, 0, 0, 195, 430, 0] 13 121 0.35 26847.11
4,3 1000 [0, 0, 5, 330, 290, 0] 5 109 0.42 32856.65
4,4 10000 [0, 0, 175, 425, 25, 0] 1 105 0.78 48001.93
4,5 100000 [0, 0, 175, 425, 25, 0] 1 105 0.78 138001.93

5,1

136.15 15.48

10 [0, 0, 0, 160, 465, 0] 22 151 0.54 32260.25
5,2 100 [0, 0, 0, 185, 440, 0] 17 146 0.54 33982.77
5,3 1000 [0, 0, 5, 345, 275, 0] 6 127 0.67 42112.29
5,4 10000 [0, 35, 350, 200, 40, 0] 1 136 1.07 60778.99
5,5 100000 [0, 35, 350, 200, 40, 0] 1 136 1.07 150778.99

Table 4.7 shows the results of these experiments with varying facility costs,

which are listed in the Cost column. All other columns are similar to the ones

presented earlier. The increase in facility costs naturally triggers a potential

decrease in the number of open facilities to keep the facility costs under control

in the optimal solutions. Our model captures this behavior, which brings

additional changes in the network, its stock levels, and its downtime. We

observe the following from Table 4.7:
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• With increased facility costs, replacement conditions either stay the same

or decrease. This is observed with more parts using lower replacement

conditions under the Condition column for each instance.

• The number of open facilities either stays the same or decreases and

eventually reaches the ultimate limit of opening 1 facility. In fact at

its lowest facility cost level, up to 23 facilities are opened depending on

the reliability of the part. After a certain threshold of the facility cost,

opening one facility becomes always optimal.

• As aligned with the number of open facilities (decreasing as the facility

cost goes higher), the total stock level either stays the same or decreases

as expected.

• The downtime percentage goes up or stays the same as the facility cost

increases as the model focuses on the facility costs for optimal decisions

and it can afford to have a bit longer downtimes (hence higher downtime

penalties).

• One underlying takeaway is that the optimal solutions show a limiting

behavior or convergence on the number of open facilities (tends to go to

1 open facility), stock levels, and even condition profiles and down time

percentages as the facilities become increasingly more expensive to open.

4.8.6 Varying Part Degradation Parameters

We test the effect of part degradation parameters by varying the λp and

µp,k values. We know from the part failure process assumption 1/λp represents

the expected number of days between consecutive conditions, and 1/µp,k values
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represent the expected number of days before the part fails unexpectedly at

condition k. To test the effects of aging parameters on the optimal decisions,

we create 4 different kinds of tests.

We use the default parameters for all other parameters: $1.75 inventory

holding costs, $8.75 downtime penalty costs, $10 replacement costs, and $500

facility costs. For the aging parameters we choose λp values such that the

expected lifetime of the part to be between 720 and 120 days. We choose the

range for µp,k values such that an unexpected failure is between 1200 and 300

days. In each test, we double λp and µp,k values for each part so that parts

become less and less reliable.

Table 4.8: Aging Parameter Change Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Coef Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj.
1,1 667.60

15.71

1 [0, 35, 515, 55, 20, 0] 8 46 0.58 19820.28
1,2 333.80 2 [0, 30, 475, 85, 35, 0] 13 87 1.00 34813.16
1,3 166.90 4 [0, 15, 470, 100, 40, 0] 17 141 1.84 61550.99
1,4 83.45 8 [0, 45, 430, 110, 40, 0] 19 239 3.49 111490.04

2,1 335.10

15.36

1 [0, 0, 0, 540, 85, 0] 8 67 0.46 22484.32
2,2 167.55 2 [0, 0, 0, 610, 15, 0] 11 126 0.81 40418.01
2,3 83.77 4 [0, 0, 5, 605, 15, 0] 14 224 1.52 73871.42
2,4 41.89 8 [0, 0, 100, 505, 20, 0] 17 403 2.89 138477.62

3,1 213.43

15.06

1 [0, 0, 0, 125, 500, 0] 11 95 0.89 36164.28
3,2 106.72 2 [0, 0, 0, 230, 395, 0] 13 170 1.67 66092.77
3,3 53.36 4 [0, 0, 0, 325, 300, 0] 17 308 3.11 122601.18
3,4 26.68 8 [0, 0, 85, 340, 200, 0] 20 550 5.80 228285.76

4,1 152.62

15.66

1 [0, 0, 20, 305, 300, 0] 9 126 0.65 37686.46
4,2 76.31 2 [0, 0, 90, 290, 245, 0] 12 234 1.12 69708.30
4,3 38.15 4 [0, 5, 125, 350, 145, 0] 16 430 2.10 131249.53
4,4 19.08 8 [5, 55, 250, 265, 50, 0] 18 799 3.85 249036.97

5,1 133.86

16.75

1 [0, 0, 245, 225, 155, 0] 6 150 0.49 40092.99
5,2 66.93 2 [0, 5, 220, 295, 105, 0] 9 275 1.01 76293.92
5,3 33.47 4 [0, 55, 260, 200, 110, 0] 11 488 2.13 147053.18
5,4 16.73 8 [55, 85, 265, 190, 30, 0] 14 888 4.67 284526.98

Table 4.8 shows the results of the aging parameter changes in a format

similar to the previous tables. The only column that needs explanation is the

Coef. column which shows the coefficient that is used to multiply the λp and

µp,k values. As observed from the Lifetime column, parts become increasingly
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unreliable with each coefficient change. This means that the instances become

less reliable in two different ways as we go down in the table: Instances due

to the random generation of aging parameters for 5 “outer” instances and 4

different “inner” instances representing the coefficient multiplication of the

aging parameters for each given outer instance.

For aging parameter experiments, we observe the main solution changes

are in the network and stock level decisions, and in condition profiles. Optimal

conditions seem to vary in both directions, especially for instances with less

reliable instances. We observe the following from Table 4.8:

• In general, conditions depict an interesting behavior. The optimal con-

dition values either decrease or increase as parts become less reliable.

This is against our intuition that having a less reliable part should favor

lower conditions. We can explain this behavior with our cost structure.

The unit replacement cost is $10 and the downtime penalty cost is $8.75.

Less reliable parts have shorter expected lifetimes and as a result they

have more expected number of replacements in a given time period (say

a year). The total replacement cost increase is higher than the aver-

age downtime cost increase, thus the model favors fewer replacements

instead of the downtime decrease. This behavior makes the replacement

conditions to move up to higher conditions.

• As the initial reliability of parts decrease, overall average condition also

decreases. In first instance the condition 0 is never being used, however

for the last instance we see condition 0 being used for coefficient value

of 8. As the part becomes less and less reliable the expected lifetime

of the part comes closer to the average shipping time of the system.
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Consequently, the system forces parts to have lower conditions as their

optimal replacement conditions to be able to compensate the change in

part reliability.

• Along the same lines of thinking, the number of open facilities steadily

increases as the parts become less reliable.

• As observed before, more facilities typically lead to higher stock levels.

The total stock level steadily increases with the increased replacements

due to the lower reliability with the aging parameter changes.

• The downtime percentage increases with lower reliability as expected.

4.9 A Heuristic for the AM Model

In this section we develop a heuristic method for the AM-CBR model

based on an analytical observation we make for the objective function, partic-

ularly cijpk coefficients. Our computational experiments show that the heuris-

tic method we develop deviate 1.56% on average from the optimal objective

function value while producing a solution about 5 times faster on average.

For a given set of λp and µp,k values for part p at customer j assigned to

facility i we calculate the cijpk values as the sum of the total downtime penalty

cost and the replacement cost in a year. For a given part p, let CLk be the

expected cycle length (in years) and DLk be the expected downtime length

per cycle (in years) of the part using condition k as its replacement condition

and let CLk′ and DLk′ denote the same for condition k′. Furthermore let θ be

the ratio of the replacement cost over the downtime penalty cost, and assume

that the downtime penalty cost as $1. Cost coefficients, cijpk for k and cijpk′
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for k′ are:

cijpk =
1

CLk
θ +

DLk
CLk

,

cijpk′ =
1

CLk′
θ +

DLk′

CLk′
.

From these equations we calculate the θ value that makes both cost values

equal to each other:

θ =

DLk′
CLk′
− DLk

CLk

1
CLk
− 1

CLk′

.

We consider the value of θ as the break-even ratio between condition k

and k′ for given λp and µp,k parameters. We can also compare this break-even

ratio to any given replacement and downtime penalty cost ratio to find which

condition has the least cijpk value. Since we calculate cijpk values for any CBR

model at a preprocessing step, this analytical result constitutes the basis of

the idea to predetermine replacement conditions of parts instead of calculating

them in the optimization model.

For each customer j and part p we follow the following steps to find the

predetermined condition values:

• Find the condition k∗ijp that gives the minimum cijpk value for each facility

i by comparing the θ values.

• Create a tuple (k∗ijp, ci,j,p,k∗ijp) for each facility i and add them into set Kjp

where each element of the set represents the tuple consisting of optimal

condition and its corresponding cost coefficient if a specific facility is

used.

• Calculate Mjpk =
∑

i∈I|k∗ijp=k ci,j,p,k∗ijp/|{i ∈ I|k
∗
ijp = k}| for each condi-

tion k in Kjp. Mjpk represents the mean of cijpk values of the facilities

where condition k gives the minimum cost.
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• Pick the condition k that gives the minimum of the mean costs from

Mjpk and name it as k∗jp.

• Update the
∑

i∈I
∑

k∈K xijpk = 1 constraint as
∑

i∈I xijpk∗jp = 1 for the

AM-CBR model (note that this update makes all other xijpk values 0).

We solve the AM-CBR model with these predetermined condition values.

With the values for x variables and conditions are fixed, the restricted AM-

CBR model solves an easier MIQCP.

We create 50 instances with 25 candidate facilities, 125 customers with

5 parts with same degradation parameters, and 50 instances with parts with

different degradation parameters to test the performance of the heuristic.

We present the objective function comparison in Figure 4.13. Results of

instances where parts have different degradation parameters are in Figure 4.13a

and instances with same part degradation parameters are in Figure 4.13b.

From Figure 4.13 we observe that the heuristic model results in close to optimal

solutions in both cases with better performance in different part instances.

Although the results for the same parts instances seem closer, we should note

that the scales of the Figure 4.13a and the Figure 4.13b are different.

We also present percentage based comparisons of objective function values

from 100 instances in Figure 4.14. Blue dots in Figure 4.14 represent instances

with same parts and red dots represent instances with different parts. For the

same part instances the percent objective deviation ranges between 0.01% and

5.68% with average deviation of 1.7%, and for the different part instances the

range is between 0.73% and 2.21% with the average of 1.37%. From Figure

4.14 we observe that the heuristic gives total costs close to optimal solutions
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(a) Different Parts (b) Same Parts

Figure 4.13: Objective Function Comparisons

in most of the instances, and the heuristic performs better for different part

instances compared to same part instances.

Figure 4.14: Percent Differences Between Heuristic and Optimal Models
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To compare the computational time performance of our heuristic with the

AM-CBR model we show Table 4.9 for 100 instances we use in our experiments.

We present the same part instances on the first row and different part instances

on the second row. For the same part instances the average runtime of the

heuristic model is 11.6 seconds, and the average runtime of AM-CBR model is

53.26 seconds. Similarly, for the different part instances the average runtime

of the heuristic model is 10.98 seconds, and the average runtime of AM-CBR

model is 60.35 seconds. In both the same part and the different part instances

the heuristic is about 5 times faster than the optimization model.

Table 4.9: Average Runtimes (in sec.)

Heuristic Optimization
Same Parts 11.6 53.26
Different Parts 10.98 60.35

We present replacement condition comparisons between the heuristic and

optimal solutions of the same part instances in Figure 4.15. Gray bars rep-

resent the predetermined heuristic conditions and blue bars represent optimal

conditions. The average condition frequency values for the optimization model

are: 8.32 parts for condition 1, 93.2 parts for condition 2, 287.06 parts for con-

dition 3 and 236.42 parts for condition 4, and 0 parts for conditions 0 and 5.

For the heuristic model: 3.34 parts for condition 1, 49.6 parts for condition

2, 212.9 parts for condition 3, 359.1 parts for condition 4, and 0 parts for

conditions 0 and 5. For the heuristic model we observe that condition 4 is

favored more. The main reason for this consideration is the heuristic model

uses predetermined condition values for parts without stocking or variability

pooling considerations. We observe a similar behavior in condition frequencies

for different part instances.
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Figure 4.15: Replacement Condition Frequencies

Table 4.10: Heuristic Comparison Results

Instance Lifetime Shiptime Runtime (sec.) Condition Fac. Stock Down% Obj. Diff%
1,1

539.46 15.51
54.79 [0, 81, 375, 74, 95, 0] 8 62 0.46 20130.42 -

1,2 11.89 [0, 60, 390, 0, 175, 0] 8 58 0.49 20383.42 1.24

2,1
432.63 14.46

52.78 [0, 0, 0, 330, 295, 0] 7 53 0.47 19594.37 -
2,2 15.06 [0, 0, 0, 120, 505, 0] 7 51 0.50 19753.86 0.81

3,1
361.95 15.03

42.67 [0, 0, 330, 230, 65, 0] 4 67 0.26 18009.59 -
3,2 28.31 [0, 0, 80, 335, 210, 0] 5 59 0.37 18902.64 4.72

4,1
274.61 15.96

57.73 [0, 0, 5, 465, 155, 0] 7 76 0.72 29128.62 -
4,2 21.16 [0, 0, 0, 325, 300, 0] 7 75 0.77 29446.75 1.08

5,1
137.45 16.45

55.29 [0, 0, 20, 265, 340, 0] 9 135 0.83 43275.43 -
5,2 10.09 [0, 0, 20, 175, 430, 0] 11 135 0.86 43642.43 0.84

Table 4.10 shows the results of the heuristic and optimization models for

5 selected instances from the same part experiments. The Instance column in

Table 4.10 represents the instance number and solution method pair. If the

second number for a given instance is 1 it means that the row represents the

AM-CBR optimal solution, and if the second number is 2 it represents the

heuristic solution. The columns Lifetime, Shiptime, Condition, Fac., Stock,

Down%, and Obj. are similar to the ones from computational experiments in
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Section 4.8. The Runtime (sec.) column represents the instance runtimes for

both the optimization and heuristic models, and the Diff% column represent

the percent difference in the objective value for the heuristic model compared

to the optimization model.

For heuristic performance comparisons, we observe the following from Ta-

ble 4.10:

• Conditions for the heuristic model increase compared to the optimiza-

tion model. We can explain this result via our condition selection process

for the heuristic model. While selecting a predetermined condition for

a given customer-part pair we look at all of the candidate facilities and

calculate the minimum cost conditions for each one of them and choose

the condition that gives the minimum average cost overall. In the opti-

mization model, we decide on opened facility locations as well as optimal

replacement conditions simultaneously. A customer favoring condition 4

in the heuristic model due to multiple candidate facilities being nearby

may actually choose a lower condition in the optimal model if none of

those nearby facilities are open.

• Number of facilities either stays the same or increases with the heuristic

model. This result comes from the fact that the heuristic conditions are

higher. In order to compensate the increased downtime the heuristic

model pushes the system to open more facilities near customers having

higher predetermined condition values.

• Stock levels decrease with the heuristic model, which is in parallel to

having higher conditions resulting in lower stock levels.
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• The downtime percentage increases with the heuristic model, which is

also in parallel to having higher conditions resulting in more expected

downtime for the part.

4.10 Conclusions

We extend the single-part integrated SPL model with condition-based re-

placements (that explicitly considers optimal replacement conditions of parts

while making network design and stock level decisions) to consider multiple

parts that are supplied using additive manufacturing (AM). To our knowledge,

we are the first to integrate a CBR model within an SPL problem with mul-

tiple parts and AM considerations. We develop a comprehensive model that

captures all the essential interactions among the elements of the problem, still

tractable enough to be solved using existing state-of-the-art nonlinear integer

solvers.

We compare the CBR models with both conventional manufacturing (CM)

and AM against their benchmark FBR models under a variety of controlled

conditions and settings, across many randomly generated instances. Our ex-

periments show that the CBR model with multiple parts outperform FBR

models for both CM and AM cases, and the AM model perform better com-

pared to the CM models with the same input parameters.

We also show the effects of considering AM in multiple part CBR models

and find the cases where using AM might be beneficial compared to CM. We

change the holding cost and part degradation parameters for AM models while

comparing them to their counterpart CM models and observe that AM models

are beneficial when part reliability effect is less than 5% and CM models are

beneficial when AM reduces the part reliability by at least 20%.
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Assuming that the service part under consideration is suitable for AM con-

siderations, we perform various tests on the AM-CBR model while changing

various parameters. Our tests include varying speed coefficients, cost param-

eters, and part aging parameters. We observe similar results in the AM-CBR

model tests compared to the single part CBR tests from Chapter 3.

Some insights from these changes based on the cost parameters are:

• Increases in the replacement cost decrease the stock levels and number of

facilities, and the replacement conditions tend to go higher. We observe

that in extreme cases like $0 replacement costs some parts replacement

conditions start at 0, and when the replacement costs become $100 the

replacement conditions go all the way up to 5.

• Increases in the downtime penalty cost consistently increases the number

of opened facilities. In fact, in some cases with $10, 000 downtime penalty

costs we see that the system opens all possible facilities while increasing

the stock levels as well.

• Increases in the facility cost decrease the number of facilities eventually

reaching the ultimate limit of opening 1 facility. Furthermore, with in-

creases in facility costs we observe a limiting behavior on stock levels,

condition profiles and downtime percentage as the number of facilities

reach to the limit of 1.

• Increases in λp and µp,k parameters, shows that the part becomes less

reliable and it pushes system to have more stock levels and facilities. The

total stock level progressively increases with the increased replacement

due to the lower reliability. To compensate the increased demand levels

due to decrease in part reliability the number of facilities also increases.
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We develop an optimization based heuristic for the AM-CBR model with

the idea of solving an easier MIQCP. We calculate predetermined replacement

conditions based on an analytical observation. We compare the heuristic per-

formance with the optimal solutions obtained from the AM-CBR model. The

results show that the heuristic is 1.56% worse than the optimization model on

average.

We present our findings for the CBR model with multiple parts, and find

the favorable cases for considering AM in the CBR model. We hope that

this preliminary work on CBR based SPL with multiple parts and AM con-

siderations will encourage companies to implement CBR into their systems to

save costs, and reduce machine downtimes. With the potential cost savings

we show compared to the conventional manufacturing CBR model, we believe

that implementing AM is beneficial in many cases.

One future work direction for our model on CBR-SPL with multiple parts

and AM considerations may include incorporating dependent parts for each

customer instead of having independent different parts in different machines.

By using the infrastructure from our model and creating a carefully designed

state transition diagrams for different conditions it is possible to include multi-

ple parts in a single machine. Another future work for our model may consider

having multiple possible raw materials with different specifications to give the

customers an option to choose which raw material to use for their parts.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In Chapter 2, we develop an MDP model for a cybersecurity network to

find an optimal strategy for an attacker. We use the attacker’s MDP model

to create an optimal strategy for the defender. We then convert the proposed

MDP into a network interdiction model to create a tractable optimization

model and show that the optimal attacking strategy probability and s-t reli-

ability of a system are the same. In our model we assume that the security

measures implemented by the defender would make the corresponding attacks

obsolete. In real life applications adding new security measures may not al-

ways block the attacker. Therefore, a future work direction might be to embed

a mechanism where defender’s security measures may only decrease attacker’s

probability for certain attacks; but still considering the possibility of those

attacks. We assume that the attacker is persistent and will keep on trying to

penetrate the network until all options are exhausted, a future direction may

be to include a time horizon in the system to update certain attack probabil-

ities in time. For an optimization based future work, it is possible to consider

the network interdiction model as a sequential decision making paradigm to

make the decision making more realistic.

In Chapter 3, we present a new integrated network design and inventory

model for SPL with CBR intead of typical FBR of parts. We present extensive

experimental results on different parameters. Our initial model and tests rely
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on a single service part used by multiple customers. Furthermore, we make

several assumptions to facilitate our initial model and test the value of con-

sidering CBR. We think that the benefits of CBR will only increase with the

consideration of more realistic assumptions, more parts and products. Future

work along these lines may include creating a customer and condition-based

speed coefficients for the existing model and giving the customers to flexibility

to choose different shipment speeds for different conditions. Another exten-

sion of the single part model would be to allow location-dependent fill-rates

instead of a predefined fill rate value to be used at all facilities. By mak-

ing the fill-rates as decision variables we believe that the model will become

more realistic. Finally, a natural extension of the single part CBR-SPL model

would be to consider multiple parts in the system. We investigate this possible

work to include mutltiple parts in CBR-SPL model with AM considerations

in Chapter 4.

In Chapter 4, we extend the single part CBR-SPL model to include AM

considerations. We first create a CBR-SPL model with multiple parts by

modifying the single part model, and develop it further to facilitate AM delib-

erations. We compare the multiple part CBR-SPL model with AM consider-

ations to CBR-SPL model with CM methods to find cases where considering

AM is beneficial. Assuming that AM considerations would be more beneficial

than CM methods, we conduct various tests on parameters in the CBR-SPL

model with AM considerations to see whether we can observe similar behavior

changes like the single part model. We also develop a heuristic method to solve

the CBR-SPL model with AM considerations, and show our computational

results comparing the optimal solution performance to heuristic performance.

Possible future work regarding Chapter 4 may include considering multiple
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parts degrading in multiple machines instead of a single system critical part

in multiple machines for each customer. We believe that considering multiple

dependent parts in a single machine requires a carefully constructed transition

diagram to capture all of the possibilities for machine degradation. Another

future direction may include analyzing the heuristic performance for larger

sized models to compute quick and efficient solutions where the optimization

model fails to produce a solution due to computational limitations. In order

to be able to see the performance of the heuristic for larger sized models, an

efficient method to calculate bounds for the optimization model may also be

required.
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Appendix A

Large Example for State Reduction

Figure A.1: MDP state Reduction Example
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